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Preface
Some material in this thesis has appeared in papers published in and submitted to the
journal Icarus. Specifically, Chapters 1 and 2 draw heavily from the published work
(Perrine et al. 2011a, Icarus, vol. 212, pp. 719–735) and Chapters 3, 4, and 6 draw mainly
from the submitted work (Perrine and Richardson 2011b, Icarus, submitted).
Material throughout this dissertation has been presented at meetings of the Division
for Planetary Sciences of the American Astronomical Society via abstracts, oral presentations, and posters. Section 5.2 refers to work published in Tiscareno et al. (2010a), and
Section 5.3 to work published in Quinn et al. (2010).
This dissertation is the result of the efforts of myself as well as others, and—where
possible—the contributions of others are highlighted in this dissertation. Essential to
this project was the adding of new functionality to existing code, extensive debugging
and testing of this code, and then carrying out a large number of supercomputer and
cluster-based simulations. Specifically, the gravity and parallel processing portions of
pkdgrav were completed by Stadel (2001), and interparticle collisions, the sliding patch
model, and the simple bonding model were added by Richardson et al. (2000, 2009). My
contribution combined the sliding patch model with the aggregation model (see Section
2.3 for a discussion), enabling this dissertation’s study of bonding within planetary rings.
Prof. Richardson assisted with the writing of the code while I added this new functionality, and provided general advising, but all testing, revising, running, and analyzing that
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followed is my own work. A coauthor, Prof. Daniel J. Scheeres (U Colorado), derived
equations of motion for the solid-body aggregate dynamics, which appeared in Perrine et
al. (2011a).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background: Saturn’s Rings

The rings of Saturn are an immensely wide and flat shearing disk made up of icy particles
ranging in size approximately from 1 cm to 20 meters (see Cuzzi et al. 2009 for a recent
review). The main rings extend about from 67,000 km (the inner edge of the D ring) to
137,000 km from Saturn (the outer edge of the A ring). As large as the rings are, however,
their vertical scale is quite small—in equilibrium, the rings are only as thick as a few times
the size of the largest particles in the rings. Thus the rings are about 250,000 km wide, but
only about 10 meters thick (Greenberg and Brahic 1984). This nearly coplanar geometry
is the signature of a system of colliding particles (e.g., Brahic 1976).
Saturn’s main rings are unique in the Solar System, as distinguished by their high optical depth (i.e., mass surface density), size, brightness, and icy composition (for details,
see for example reviews by Burns et al. 2004 for Jupiter, Colwell et al. 2009 for Saturn,
French et al. 1991 for Uranus, and Porco et al. 1995 for Neptune). In particular, Jupiter
and Neptune’s rings are very faint and dusty, with typical optical depths (τ) under 10−5
and 10−3 , respectively—though Neptune’s rings contain narrow “arcs” (longitudinally
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clustered particles) whose optical depths can reach nearly 0.1. Uranus’ rings have optical
depths up to ∼0.5 in the denser rings (in fact, the highly eccentric ε ring reaches τ > 1
at periapse)—yet Uranus’ denser rings are typically only ∼10 km-wide. Saturn’s A and
B rings, however, are thousands of km across, with optical depths of approximately 0.5–
1 and 2–5 (at least)1 respectively. The rings’ albedos are also strikingly different, with
Neptune and Uranus’ rings appearing extremely dark in comparison to Saturn’s. This is
cited as evidence that the particles in Uranus and Neptune’s rings do not have icy surfaces; in fact, Saturn’s rings extend farther from the planet to lower values of the local
Roche critical density (the density of material that fills its own Roche lobe; see Porco et
al. 2007), implying that the other ring systems are not dominated by ice like Saturn’s rings
are (Tiscareno 2011).
Further, whereas Jupiter’s ring system, for example, is understood to be entirely
formed from ejecta from micro-meteoroid impacts onto moons (e.g., Burns et al. 1999),
the origin of Saturn’s main rings remains a mystery. Any proposed origin for Saturn’s
rings must fit the diverse constraints the rings provide us today. The rings are massive,
with a lower limit of a few Mimas masses (e.g., Esposito 1983), which constrains origin
scenarios to those that can deliver a large amount of mass into the Roche zone of Saturn.
Also, as mentioned above, the rings are primarily water ice, yet silicates are present in
Saturnian satellites. Thus the appealing scenarios of the catastrophic disruption of a large
satellite, or formation out of the primordial Saturnian nebula, must be applied carefully,
as the rock fraction of those bodies should be reflected in the composition of the rings.
The rings also appear quite “young,” geologically speaking. Any ring should viscously diffuse (via angular momentum exchange through interparticle collisions and gravitational interactions), spreading both inward and outward. Thus the A ring of Saturn
should spread outward (moving beyond the Roche limit to form into satellites), and the
1 The

core of the B ring is opaque, and only lower-limits have been obtained; see Colwell et al. (2009).
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inner rings should be falling into the planet (e.g., Esposito 1986). However, the more
massive the ring, the slower this angular momentum transport occurs; thus it is an active
area of research to constrain the mass of the rings. But despite decades of study, due
to its high optical depth, the mass of the B ring remains a mystery (e.g., Robbins et al.
2010), and thus the true viscous diffusion timescale of the rings in general remains an
open question.
Also, the bright icy rings of Saturn should be darkening over time, as they are constantly subject to interplanetary micrometeoroid impacts. The addition of this material
should add silicates and organics to the rings over millions of years. Yet considering the
rings are still quite bright, this darkening constraint suggests they must only be approximately 100 million years old—much younger than the Solar System itself. However, the
true influx of interplanetary material on the rings is poorly constrained, so this remains an
open question as well (e.g., Cuzzi and Estrada 1998).
On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine a formation event of sufficient size occurring in the current epoch, for which impactors large enough to disrupt large satellites are
quite rare. Yet such impactors were common during the time of the “Late Heavy Bombardment” (e.g., Tsiganis et al. 2005)—about 700 million years after the formation of the
Solar System—so impact-related scenarios imply that the rings are quite old.
One process that can help make old rings look young is known as “cosmic recycling.”
By continuous accretion and disruption of large bodies from ring material, the life of a
ring can be extended almost indefinitely (e.g., Esposito 2006).
An intriguing origin scenario has been suggested by Canup (2010), in which a differentiated Titan-sized moon formed out of the primordial Saturnian nebula and then migrated inward. As it fell toward the planet, its icy outer layers were stripped (and became
the rings we see today). Yet before its rocky inner layers could be disrupted, the moon
impacted the swollen atmosphere of the young Saturn. This satisfies the constraints of the
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availability of material, and the icy composition of the rings, yet is still at odds with the
apparent youth of the rings today.
Further study on the mass of the rings, the micrometeoroid impact rate, and the effect
of cosmic recycling should help to reconcile these conflicting constraints. For a comprehensive review of theories of the origin of Saturn’s rings, see Charnoz et al. (2009).
The work presented in this thesis primarily focuses on the rapid accretion and disruption of ring material in temporary aggregates via weak cohesive forces. As such, this
work may shed further light on the topic of cosmic recycling—and help reconcile the arguments that imply both “young” and “old” rings of Saturn—though the details of such
applications to the broader topic of the formation of the Saturnian system is left to future
work.

1.2

Background: Cohesion in Saturn’s Rings?

Saturn’s two most massive rings, A and B, are the densest rings in the Solar System, with
optical depths of order unity (or above), making them ideal laboratories to study the dynamics of self-gravitating and collisionally-evolving systems. Direct collisions between
particles are an important dynamical process in the A and B rings, as collisions dissipate energy. Using particle density and velocity dispersion estimates, a particle collides
approximately 2–3 times per orbital period in these dense rings.2
As the small particles comprising the rings of Saturn are composed almost entirely of
water ice (Cuzzi et al. 2009), many experimentalists have undertaken the task of measuring the coefficient of restitution3 (ε) in icy particle collisions (e.g., Bridges et al. 1984;
2A

simple lower limit comes from particles crossing the ring plane, plunging through ring material with

optical depths near unity, on inclined orbits twice per orbit.
3 The

ratio of the rebound to impact speeds in the direction along the line of centers of the colliding

particles.
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Supulver et al. 1995). These experiments revealed that “clean” icy surfaces are quite
elastic at low speeds (ε > 0.8 at ∼1 mm/s), but a coating of water frost can reduce ε significantly (see Bridges et al. 2001 for a review). On the other hand, studies combining
observations with simulations (e.g., Porco et al. 2008) have shown that impacts among
ring particles in Saturn’s rings must be fairly inelastic—implying that these particles are
coated in an icy frost.
Interestingly, some of these experiments have revealed that frost-coated ice can stick
at low impact speeds, forming a cohesive bond (Hatzes et al. 1991; Bridges et al. 1996,
2001; Supulver et al. 1997). In particular, Hatzes et al. (1991) describe this cohesion by
invoking a “Velcro” model—the rough texture of the frost layers provide an interlocking
structure for colliding particles. Particularly intriguing is their discovery of a critical
impact speed for cohesion (hereafter called a “merge limit”) of ∼0.3 mm/s (for 2.5 cmradius bodies), as this speed is on the order of the gravitational escape speed (for a test
particle on the surface) of an icy sphere 1 m in radius. If this cohesion mechanism is
generic across size scales, and the particles in the dense rings of Saturn are experiencing
cohesion, they may form large aggregations of material.
Meanwhile, analysis of recent observations of Saturn’s rings implies the need for such
a bonding mechanism. Porco et al. (2008) show that the contrast in the azimuthal brightness asymmetry4 of Saturn’s A ring (e.g., Salo et al. 2004; French et al. 2007; Porco et
al. 2008) can be modeled using extremely dissipative particle interactions, such as would
arise from bonding. And, until recently, radial banded structures in Saturn’s B ring eluded
explanation. Tremaine (2003) suggests that these zones occupy a region of dynamical
phase-space that is “shear-free”—zones with zero Keplerian shear—and thus subject to
a solid-liquid phase transition. The theory is that these zones may consist of large-scale
4 This

asymmetry is a variation in reflected and transmitted light with incidence angle in Saturn’s dense

rings.
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structures, consisting of transiently bonded particles, that orbit Saturn as a solid. While
these banded structures have been attributed recently to viscous overstability in the dense
rings (Spitale and Porco 2010), transient cohesive bonding may still play some role in the
dynamics and observable properties of these regions.
In addition, observations of the rings (Marouf et al. 1983 and Zebker et al. 1985 for
Voyager 1 radio occultation experiments, French and Nicholson 2000 for the 1989 28 Sgr
stellar occultation, and Cuzzi et al. 2009 for Cassini radio occultation observations) have
revealed estimates of the size distribution and maximum particle size within different
regions of the rings.
In detail, the 1980 Voyager 1 Radio Science Subsystem (RSS) radio occultation and
the 1989 28 Sgr stellar occultation observed the near-forward scattered signal from the
rings. (Voyager 1 used the X and S radio bands—3.6 and 13.0 cm respectively—while the
stellar occultation was observed in 0.9 µm and 2.1 µm bands.) The near-forward scattering
technique allows for determination of the radius of the largest particle (Rmax ) and the size
distribution power-law coefficient (α)—however, any estimate for the minimum particle
radius (Rmin ) is limited by the observation’s wavelength. In contrast, the Cassini RSS
has observed ring profiles in three radio bands (using the 0.94 cm Ka band in addition
to Voyager’s X and S bands), allowing for differential optical depth extinction analysis
(see Cuzzi et al. 2009 for details). As opposed to the near-forward scattering model, this
technique allows for a more precise determination of Rmin .
Each of these techniques is model-dependent, and assumes that the ring plane is composed of a loosely packed, uniformly distributed layer of particles (which is not likely to
be true, considering the widely accepted presence of gravity wakes in dense rings—see
Section 1.4). In addition, the number of scattering events experienced by each photon is
an important assumption; the “classical” model assumes a ring plane many layers thick,
allowing for multiple scattering events, while the “thin layer” model has a finite thickness
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(typically 1–4 layers). For example, Marouf et al. (1983) analyzed the Voyager RSS data
using the classical model, but found irregularities in their results (regarding discontinuities in their size distributions at R = 1 m); this motivated a revision of the analysis in
Zebker et al. (1985) using the thin layer model, resulting in more self-consistent results
across a size range of 1 cm to 15 m for eight ring features in different regions of the rings.
As a result of this important revision, each subsequent study tends to compute their results
using both models for comparison.
Note that exact uncertainties are not quoted in these works, as Rmin , Rmax , and α are
closely coupled in their modeling. In addition, these results remain model-dependent (i.e.,
“classical” vs. “thin layer”). As an example of this complexity, Fig. 15.3 in Cuzzi et al.
(2009) shows the Cassini differential optical depth extinction results for all three radio
bands, plotted as a function of Rmin , with two different colors for assumed Rmax values,
independently plotted lines for a range of assumed α values, and two separate plots for
the comparison between the two models. In this light, I will only discuss their results in a
broad overview (and will apply them to constrain my data using a similarly broad target
range—see Section 4.4).
Overall, the results of the modeling and data analysis from these three data sets are
that the size distribution and maximum particle size in the A and B rings are roughly independent of the distance from Saturn. Adopting a functional form for the size distribution
of n(R) ∝ Rα (where n(R) is the number of particles of radius R, and α is a parameter to
be determined), they find α to be roughly between -2.5 and -3, and the maximum particle
size5 (Rmax ) to be 5–20 m (with the Voyager results favoring 5–10 m, and the stellar occultation showing a nearly constant 20 m). There may also be trends with orbital distance
from Saturn: each experiment showed a steepening of the size distribution from the inner
5 Note

that Rmax may describe a single large body that, due to its low number frequency, does not neces-

sarily lie on the overall size distribution. Its size could be well above the predicted cutoff.
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to the outer A ring (α parameter from -2.7 to -3 for Voyager, and from -2.75 to -2.9 for the
stellar occultations), and there are hints that Rmax may increase with distance from Saturn
(e.g., the Voyager experiment showed Rmax increasing from 5–6 m in the inner and mid
A ring to 9–11 m in the Encke gap region). For further details on these observations, see
Cuzzi et al. (2009).
However, it seems reasonable to assume that α and Rmax may change with Saturnian
distance. With increasing distance, embedded moonlets appear in the outer A ring, after
which the ring terminates—replaced by a moonlet belt. If this belt is formed from ring
material, there must be some transition region where ring material begins to form into
moonlets; if such a zone exists, it is unknown how large it may be. Perhaps material is
forming into larger aggregates throughout the disk, and the bodies only grow large enough
to observe in the outer A ring.
These findings form the primary motivation for this project, and have elicited the following questions that this dissertation will attempt to answer: Can cohesive aggregates
form in a dense planetary ring environment? Do they disrupt known ring structure and dynamics? What parameters allow cohesive aggregates to form while remaining consistent
with existing observations, and are those parameters reasonable? Are there other consequences of aggregation that can be observed to further constrain this process? And finally,
can the presence of cohesive aggregates explain the existence of unexplained structure in
the rings? Answering these questions should also provide insight into the yet-unknown
surface properties of the particles comprising the rings.
It is worth noting that the ring systems surrounding the other giant planets are not as
appropriate for studying icy cohesion in planetary rings as Saturn’s main rings, considering their low particle collision frequencies and non-icy compositions. As noted earlier,
they are either too tenuous and dusty (Burns et al. 2004 for Jupiter’s rings; Tiscareno 2011
for Neptune’s) or, judging from low albedos, are very likely to not have water ice frost at
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the surface (Porco et al. 1995 for Neptune’s rings; Esposito et al. 1991 for Uranus’). Thus
this work focuses on the main rings of Saturn. One other interesting place to study the
effect of cohesion on ring dynamics might be Saturn’s F ring, which—due to its brightness and complex collisional phenomena—is, as written by Tiscareno (2011), “the solar
system’s foremost natural laboratory for direct observation of accretion and disruption
processes.”

1.3

Background: Modeling Planetary Rings

Studying the full effect of cohesive bonding in dense environments, specifically Saturn’s
dense A and B rings, requires detailed numerical modeling. Such systems involve a complex convergence of phenomena, including interparticle self-gravity, planetary tides, and
interparticle collisions. It may prove difficult to further incorporate dynamical bonding
and fragmentation in a fully self-consistent way into current analytical models. Some
groups have modeled the effect of cohesion between a small number of bodies (e.g.,
Spahn et al. 2004, and Albers and Spahn 2006, using a viscoelastic model), and a few
groups study planetary ring dynamics with a large number of bodies via local N-body
simulations (e.g., Lewis and Stewart 2000; Karjalainen and Salo 2004; Porco et al. 2008;
Robbins et al. 2010), but none combine these models to study the emergent behavior of
tens of thousands (or even millions) of N-body particles interacting with cohesion over
many orbital times. So, for this project, I created a new model that incorporates cohesion
among N-body particles into a local, rotating frame—discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
Local simulations are valuable tools for these studies: by restricting the computational
volume to a small region of interest (called a “patch”), realistic surface densities and
particle size distributions can be modeled. Specifically, a full-ring simulation of Saturn’s
A and B rings with accurate surface densities and spherical 1 meter radius bodies would
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Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of a local sliding patch model with shearing periodic
boundary conditions. The three green particles in the center box are the simulated particles; yellow particles are in replicated patches that provide boundary conditions. The
x coordinate is the radial direction, with Saturn located far in the −x direction; y is the
azimuthal direction, and the entire patch orbits Saturn in the +y direction. z points out
of the page, forming a right-handed coordinate system. Note that while the patch is periodic in x and y, it is unbounded in z. The simulation is carried out in the orbital frame
of the center of the patch, so particles to the left shear upward; on the right, they shear
downward. The replicated patches similarly shear (or “slide”) past the center box in Keplerian fashion; each black X marks the center of each patch, with the bulk motion of each
patch indicated by black arrows. (This is the origin of the term “sliding patch.”) Particles
crossing a boundary of the central patch reappear on the opposite side, with positions and
velocities adjusted for shear; each particle in this example will soon cross a boundary,
with current velocities indicated by attached red arrows. The azimuthal velocity of the
particle making a radial boundary crossing will be adjusted for shear by + 32 ΩLx ŷ (see
section 1.3). Note that while only one ring of replicated patches is shown, it is customary
to use three rings of replicas, in order to provide a smooth background.

require roughly 1015 particles, which is far beyond current computational possibility. But
a representative patch may require only 105−9 bodies, depending on the specific problem
being explored.
Local simulations with periodic boundary conditions (also called a “sliding patch”
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Figure 1.2: Snapshot from a local simulation with periodic boundary conditions. Viewing geometry is as in Fig. 1.1. Particles in green are the ∼86,000 simulated bodies, and
the yellow particles replicas of the greens to provide boundary conditions. This simulation is based in the outer A ring, with a surface density of 500 kg/m2 , using the same
parameters as a fiducial A ring simulation outlined in Section 3.1, but without any interparticle cohesion. Self-gravity and collisions are enabled, as usual, which is evident
in the ready formation of the prevalent wake structure (see Section 1.4), with scattered
individual particles in the interwake regions.
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model), is a computational shortcut that was first used by Julian and Toomre (1966), and
applied to dense planetary rings by Wisdom and Tremaine (1988). It can be applied to
many non-inertial systems orbiting a large body, such as debris disks around stars. Local
simulations use Hill’s linearized equations of motion (Hill 1878; Wisdom and Tremaine
1988):
ẍ = Fx + 3Ω2 x + 2Ωẏ,
ÿ = Fy − 2Ωẋ,

(1.1)

z̈ = Fz − Ω2 z
with F being the acceleration due to particle self-gravity, Ω the Keplerian orbital frep
quency of the system (which equals GM/a3 , with G the gravitational constant, M the
mass of the central body, and a the distance to that body), x, y, and z the coordinates of the
particle in the local coordinate system (whose origin is located at the center of the patch),
and derivatives with respect to time. See Fig. 1.1.
The azimuthal and radial extents of the patch are small compared to its orbital distance from the planet, but large compared to the radial mean free path of the particles
inside it. Periodic boundary conditions are employed in x and y to ensure that the total
number of particles in the rectangular volume containing the patch remains constant. Particles exiting one side of the volume (in x or y) reappear on the other side with the same
properties (mass, spin, random component of velocity, etc.) as the exiting body. I refer
to this process as “wrapping” the particle. When a particle crosses the radial boundary,
Keplerian shear requires that its azimuthal velocity be adjusted by 32 ΩLx (where Lx is the
radial dimension of the patch). This ensures a smooth velocity transition across the patch
boundary. In addition, the particles in the patch are replicated into surrounding patches;
these provide gravitational and collisional boundary conditions. See Fig. 1.1.
It is important to keep in mind that these equations of motion are linearized, which is
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a valid approximation so long as the particles’ positions with respect to the patch center
p
(r ∼ x2 + y2 ) are much smaller than the semimajor axis of the patch’s orbit (a); that is,
distortion induced by the linearization will be apparent as r2 /a2 approaches unity. Thus
the dimensions of the patch (in the azimuthal and radial directions) are kept much smaller
than the patch’s semimajor axis.
Many groups employ this local “patch” model to study planetary rings (recent examples include Lewis and Stewart 2000; Karjalainen and Salo et al. 2004; Porco et al. 2008),
though none of those groups employ interparticle bonding in their models. Thus my
model appears to be unique, as it incorporates rigid bonding, using user-defined merging
and fragmentation criteria, into a local N-body simulation of a self-gravitating, collisionally evolving system.
This model is also of interest in the planet formation field, as it will improve upon
the utility of existing methods. For example, Barnes et al. (2009) include a mechanism
for merging N-body particles and growing planetesimals; however, those mergers merely
replace the colliding particles with a single spherical particle with the same total mass and
angular momentum, losing critical information, such as shape and spin, as the planetesimals evolve. Further, that model has no fragmentation mechanism. Spahn et al. (2004)
provides an analytical approach to collisional merging and fragmentation in the context
of planet formation, but relies on replacing particles with spherical collision remnants.
My new method allows for studies into more realistic shape and spin distributions via
agglomeration, and accounts for (admittedly simplified) breakage due to collisions and
external forces.
It is important to note that while this new model does not attempt to encapsulate all of
the complex physics relevant to granular mechanics, it remains more sophisticated than
previous methods. In applying my model to the rings of Saturn, I follow the precedent
of the planet formation field, in which basic models are first applied to the problem to
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gain first-order understanding before investing more effort into ever-more-detailed models
with ever-more-accurate physics.

1.4

Terminology

In my model, cohesion leads to the formation of “aggregates” that are collections of particles joined via inflexible and incompressible bonds of user-defined strength. For example,
this body can, depending on the strength of the bonds, resist self-gravitational reshaping
(e.g., remain highly non-spherical). The constituents of an aggregate remain fixed with respect to one another as the aggregate moves and rotates in response to external forces and
torques. Aggregates can agglomerate through collisional accretion with other bodies—
free particles, or other aggregates—and can fragment through collisional events or stress
fragmentation (when stresses exceed bond strengths).
Other researchers (e.g., Karjalainen and Salo 2004, and Karjalainen 2007) use the
term “aggregate” to refer to a collection of particles bound together by gravity alone. Following the terminology of Richardson et al. (2002), I refer to these structures as “gravitational aggregates.” Unless indicated otherwise, in this project, “aggregate” refers to a
bonded aggregate, though I use “bonded aggregate” at times for clarity. Both types of
structures appear in my simulations (cf. Section 4.1, Figs. 1.2, 4.1, and 4.2).
An important type of gravitational aggregate that is prevalent in dense ring simulations
is a structure usually referred to as a “self-gravity wake,” which I will simply refer to
as a “wake” (see Salo 1992, for a full discussion; for more theory, see, for example,
Daisaka and Ida 1999). While these wakes have never been imaged directly (due to
their currently unresolvable sub-hundred-meter size), they are predicted by many models
(e.g., Salo 1992; Richardson et al. 1994; Porco et al. 2008; Robbins et al. 2010). In the
models, they are distinguished from other types of gravitational aggregates by stability,
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morphology, and orientation, and form when the gravitational collapse due to particle
self-gravity nearly balances the disruptive influence of Keplerian shear. Given sufficient
surface density and distance from the central body, these wakes form readily, yet are
disrupted on orbital times, and are thus highly transient structures. They take the form
of elongated and densely packed gravitational aggregates, with a size estimated by twice
the critical wavelength of the region (the shortest axisymmetric wavelength stabilized by
differential rotation alone): λcrit = 4π2 GΣ/κ2 (with Σ the surface mass density and κ
the local epicyclic frequency—which in this case is approximately equal to the Keplerian
orbital frequency Ω). Due to their formation mechanism, wakes have a characteristic
pitch angle (orientation angle with respect to the orbital direction) of about 20–25 degrees,
depending on local conditions.
Researchers (e.g., Salo 2004, Porco et al. 2008) have invoked the presence of these
wakes to explain the azimuthal brightness asymmetry in Saturn’s A ring. Wakes are a
dominant structure in my simulations (see, for example, Figs. 1.2, 4.1, and 4.2).
Important characteristic speed scales in my simulations include the particle escape
speed (vesc ) and shear speed (vshear ). The former has the usual definition: the minimum
initial speed of a massless test particle needed to reach infinity relative to an isolated ring
q
particle, vesc = 2Gm
R , where m and R are the mass and radius of the ring particle. For this
definition, I ignore planetary gravity, tidal effects, and perturbations from other particles
(or moons), as this quantity is merely used as a convenient normalization. The shear speed
is the relative speed between two (massless) objects on circular orbits with semimajor axes
separated by the sum of their radii, that just barely touch as the inner body overtakes the
outer; in the linearized approximation (see Wisdom and Tremaine 1988), vshear = 32 Ωδa,
where δa is the sum of the particles’ radii. The bodies are massless in this definition so
that their mutual gravitational attraction does not increase their relative speed.
I will use the escape and shear speeds to scale the impact speeds of particles in dense
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rings. In fact, these two quantities are nearly equal in the main rings of Saturn. For
equal-size particles, their ratio depends only on the internal density of the particles and
√
the orbital frequency, or vesc /vshear ∼ ρ/Ω. (I apply this relationship to the results of
my simulations in Section 4.5.)
Finally, I define a quantity β that specifies the contact area assumed when discussing
different bonding models, while at the same time encapsulating complex bonding physics
into a simple term (similar to the concept of a coefficient of restitution). When any model
calculates bond strength from relative acceleration or force, that model must specify the
assumed contact area, as the contact area is the conversion factor between force and pressure. Thus, in this work, I quote the assumed β whenever a bond strength is discussed.
For the full derivation and discussion of β, I refer the reader to Appendix A. In short,
β ≡ d/R, or the ratio between the depth of particle surface layer interpenetration (d)
to the radius of the equal-size bodies (R). (For simplicity, we restrict ourselves here to
the monodisperse case.) Or, more intuitively, at small values, β is the ratio between the
contact area and the particles’ cross-section (cf. Eq. (A.5)).
For perfectly overlapping spheres, β = 2, and the resulting contact area is the crosssection of the particles: πR2 . Consequently, this is the largest possible β, and while the
particle configuration is quite unphysical, this is the most generic case; it is for this reason
that this is the contact area assumed in the model presented in the Chapter 2. (The smallest
possible β is 0, when there is no overlap, and the contact area is zero.)
For clarity, in this work, I refer to simulation “parameter strengths” and “lab strengths.”
Parameter strengths refer to the modeled parameter used in the code, and lab strengths refer to an experimentally or observationally-determined strength. The conversion between
these two types of strengths is the β for the experiment; when β  1, the relationship is:
(SParam ) = (βLab ) (SLab )

(1.2)

where SParam and SLab are the parameter and lab strengths, respectively, and βLab is the
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conversion factor.
There are two means of calculating the β conversion factor between any experimental
setup and my simulations: either combine d and R (e.g., for dynamic experiments involving spherical particles), or compute the ratio of the contact area to the cross-section of the
simulated particles (e.g., static experiments using flat plates). For example, the bonding
concept used in this work is based on overlapping frost layers; Hatzes et al. (1991) studied
2.5 cm ice spheres, and from their results the frost layers interpenetrated as d ≈ 25 µm.
With R = 2.5 cm, we have β = 10−3 (which is  1). Using Eq. (1.2), a parameter strength
of 100 Pa in the code would approximately match a lab strength of 105 Pa in the Hatzes
et al. (1991) experiments. As another example, Supulver et al. (1997) used static plates
in their apparatus (and thus R is undefined in this experiment). So I use the ratio of their
contact area (∼1 cm2 ) to the cross-section of a typical particle in my simulations (∼1 m2 )
to find β ∼ 10−4 . So a lab strength in Supulver et al. (1997) of ∼100 Pa approximately
matches a parameter strength of 10−2 Pa.

1.5

Overview of This Dissertation

Chapters 2 through 4 focus on the cohesion model project. Chapter 2 discusses the cohesion model itself in detail, including considerations and alterations to the code needed
to allow for cohesion among particles in a local simulation. Chapter 3 discusses the cohesion simulations, outlines and justifies the parameters used therein, and discusses how
the simulation data was analyzed. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results from these
simulations, and addresses the questions at the end of Section 1.2. Chapter 5 details other
work accomplished while exploring possible topics for a thesis on planetary ring dynamics, and as side projects undertaken during the cohesive ring particle project: Section 5.1
examines work that was never submitted for publication, but could form the basis for
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future students interested in planetary ring dynamics, and Sections 5.2 and 5.3 discuss
published work. Finally, Chapter 6 provides an overall summary and conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Methods for Cohesion Simulations
This chapter is organized as follows: first, I present the general structure of the code
pkdgrav, which (with the exception of the new symplectic method for local simulations)
was largely in place prior to my involvement in this project. Next, I describe the mechanics of the aggregate model, explain how the particles form into and break away from
aggregates, and present the equations of motion for aggregates. The last section details
the changes I made to the existing code in order to implement the aggregation model in a
local rotating frame.

2.1

pkdgrav

The aggregation model is built as an optional feature into pkdgrav, an N-body code
originally designed for cosmological simulations (Stadel 2001), which was adapted to
include particle collisions (Richardson et al. 2000) for the purpose of studying, among
other things, planetary rings (e.g., Porco et al. 2008).
Pkdgrav uses a parallelized tree code to reduce the computational cost of summing
up gravitational force contributions between particles (see, e.g., Barnes and Hut 1986 and
Richardson 1994 for a discussion of tree code concepts). A second-order leapfrog scheme
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is used to integrate the equations of motion by alternatively updating particle positions and
velocities; velocity updates are performed during the “kick” phase, and position updates
during the “drift” phase. (Velocities are held constant during the drift, and positions are
held constant during the kick.) Thus the code proceeds forward in time as a sequence of
alternating kicks and drifts. In particular, the integrator’s structure follows:
ṙi,n+1/2 = ṙi,n + (h/2)r̈i,n
ri,n+1 = ri,n + h ṙi,n+1/2

(2.1)

ṙi,n+1 = ṙi,n+1/2 + (h/2)r̈i,n+1
where h is the (constant) timestep that takes the system of particles from step n to step
n + 1 (e.g., Richardson et al. 2009). The timestep can be allowed to vary in pkdgrav via
multistepping, but my work does not suffer from widely different timescales, so I use a
constant timestep (see Section 3.1).
Collisions among particles are predicted and resolved during the drift phase by treating particle trajectories as linear and predicting when intersections occur. The model does
this using a neighbor search borrowed from Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH)
techniques (for a general review of SPH, see Monaghan 1992). In this method, each
particle searches for its nearest nsmooth neighbors and calculates whether its path would
intersect with any of these neighbors during the next timestep. If so, the corresponding
collisions are carried out, and the positions and velocities of the particles are updated as
needed. (For more discussion, see Richardson et al. 2009.)
As discussed in Quinn et al. (2010), naı̈vely applying the leapfrog method to integrate
Hill’s equations (Eq. 1.1) generally breaks the symplectic nature of the integrator.1 The
leapfrog method relies on knowing the positions of each particle (r) at the start of each
step, and the velocities of the particles in the middle of the step (see Eq. 2.1). As a result,
1 This

work is also discussed in Section 5.3.
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the method assumes that the accelerations for each particle depend only on the positions of
each particle (many forces, such as gravity, satisfy this requirement, and thus the leapfrog
method works well for many systems). But Hill’s equations include a dependency on the
particle’s velocity as well (from the Coriolis force).
For this reason, Quinn et al. (2010) presents a symplectic leapfrog method for the
rotating patch frame that solves this problem, which I have implemented into the code.
One complication of the method is the introduction of a new canonical variable, the momentum Py ,2 that needs to be tracked for each particle. (This quantity is conserved in
collisions, and is treated in a similar manner to a body’s angular momentum.) Impulsive
events, like collisions, require updates to Py during the drift phase. I adapted Eqs. (33)
and (34) of Quinn et al. (2010) to find Py during the drift:
Py = ẏ + 2Ω [xevent + ẋ(∆t/2 − tevent )]

(2.2)

where ẋ and ẏ are the (constant) radial and azimuthal velocity components during the drift,
Ω is the usual orbital frequency of the rotating coordinate system, xevent is the (drifted)
radial position of the body at the time of the event, ∆t is the full timestep, and tevent is the
elapsed time since the start of the drift phase. Usually, the “event” is a collision, though
other events that require recalculation of Py do occur (e.g., stress fragmentation). The
main issue is that Py is defined and calculated for all particles before the opening kick,
but the drift phase adjusts a particle’s position using its velocity after the opening kick.
Therefore, in order to properly compute Py at any arbitrary time during the drift phase,
the code must both backtrack the particle’s position to the start of the drift, and undo
the velocity change that occurred during the kick phase. Thus Eq. (2.2) depends on both
the elapsed time during the drift (to undo the drift) and the timestep (to undo the kick).
Note that at the exact middle of the drift, when ∆t/2 = tevent , the expression simplifies to
2P
y

≡ ẏ + 2Ωx; see text for details.
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Py = ẏ + 2Ω(xevent ); this is because Eq. (2.2) is based on the cross term of the Hamiltonian
(that is the basis of the symplectic method) as measured from the middle of the step (see
the discussion in Quinn et al. 2010, preceding Eq. (29)).
It should be noted that both dissipative collisions and the non-momentum-conserving
nature of the tree-based method also “break” the symplecticity of the leapfrog integrator—
but the former is a controlled energy loss, and the latter is minimized in the patch model
because forces rapidly homogenize with distance in the flattened geometry of planetary
rings. See Section 3.1 for the results of a timestep convergence test.

2.2

The Aggregate Model

Richardson (1995) incorporated a basic version of the aggregate model (for the inertial
frame) into an earlier N-body code. Richardson et al. (2009) incorporated the model into
pkdgrav, on which the present work is based. I review the essential details here.
Colliding particles can stick on contact to form an aggregate—or add to an existing
aggregate—if the impact speed is below a user-defined threshold called the “merge limit.”
(This threshold can be chosen by the user to be either a fixed value, or a value proportional
to the mutual escape speed of the colliding objects—the option for a single fixed value is
assumed throughout the remainder of this dissertation). Fractal growth proceeds as more
free particles—or other aggregates—collide and stick in this way. In this model, particles have no knowledge of which particle(s) they are “stuck” to—all a particle knows is
which aggregate it belongs to. Aggregate properties are calculated based on the positions,
velocities, spins, etc. of the particles included in that body alone.
To counter growth, an aggregate must be able to fragment, and the model includes
two breaking mechanisms that each can cause a bonded aggregate to lose particles. First,
a particle that impacts an aggregate at a speed above a (different) user-specified threshold
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Figure 2.1: Snapshot from an early small-scale test simulation containing 200 particles
in the cohesive particle sliding patch model, with merging and fragmentation enabled.
The particles are all 1 m in radius. Green bodies are free (unbonded) particles; when two
free particles merge, they become an aggregate, and are assigned a random (non-green)
color. When two aggregates merge, the particles in those aggregates do not change color.
Many aggregates are visible in this frame; some are merely bonded pairs (“dumbbells”),
while others are collections of many colors—indicating a complex aggregate-aggregate
merging history. Viewing geometry is as in Fig. 1.1. Note that the appearance of major
particle overlap is a projection effect, as this code is a 3D model.

causes the impacted particle to become liberated from the aggregate. This threshold is
the “fragmentation limit.” (This parameter can also be either an absolute speed or a value
scaled by the mutual escape speed of the colliding bodies—again, the fixed value option is
assumed throughout the remainder of this work). If the impacting particle is itself part of
an aggregate, it may be liberated as well. Liberated particles will likely immediately strike
other particles in their respective former aggregates, which might also become liberated
(if the impact speeds are still high enough), causing a fragmentation cascade.
Second, each aggregate is assigned a user-defined strength,3 or “stress limit,” in the
3 The

strength can be made size-dependent according to S ∝ Rγ , where R is the radius of the aggregate’s

minimally enclosing sphere, and γ is a user-defined constant. In this context, γ is assumed to be zero
throughout all simulations discussed in Chapter 3.
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normal (tensile) or tangential (shear) directions, or both. The aggregate experiences no
strain as the stress increases: it remains perfectly rigid until the strength is exceeded. The
failure test is performed at each step immediately following the gravity calculation: each
bonded aggregate is checked in turn to see if any constituent particles are experiencing a
differential acceleration relative to the aggregate center of mass that exceeds the strength.
This stress can arise from such factors as rapid rotation, or gravitational tidal effects from
the planet or other particles, and is offset by the effect of gravitational self-compression
(since all interparticle forces are computed explicitly—even those arising between particles within an aggregate). Any particle whose acceleration exceeds the stress limit is
liberated from the aggregate and becomes a free particle again at its current position and
velocity.
For these calculations, the strength, in units of pressure, is converted to a maximum
acceleration by multiplying by the cross-sectional area and dividing by the mass of the
particle under consideration. Indeed, the cross-sectional area of the cohesive particles
is a gross over-approximation to the true contact area of most particle bonding, but any
bonding model (whether it is based on deformable particles, or some means of interpenetration of the surfaces of the bodies) will have a drastically different contact area. This
strategy makes no attempt to select one model over another, in order to remain a general
and simple method to explore the effects of cohesion—no matter the means of sticking
under study. Thus, if desired, the user of the code may translate the parameter strength
used within pkdgrav into the appropriate lab strength for the desired bonding method.
This is achieved by scaling the parameter strength by the ratio of the cross-sectional area
to the true contact area by the experiment’s β parameter (see Section 1.4 and Appendix
A.1).
The reader should keep in mind that this cohesion model is quite general, and it is only
an approximation to the behavior of real cohesive materials. I believe the code captures
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the essential elements while keeping the computations tractable, but there are a number
of limitations the reader should be aware of.
Experiments studying the cohesive properties of frost-covered ice have revealed that
the strength of bonds formed and the ability for the particles to stick together depends
on complex factors, such as collision history, impact speed, and temperature. For example, repeated impacts (especially above 8 mm/s) can compact the frost layer and impede
cohesion (Bridges et al. 2001). However, if such particles are in contact during thermal
cycling, even compacted frost can form a strong bond (∼1000 Pa) if the temperature rises
above 140 K; this allows the frost to anneal (possibly transitioning from amorphous to
crystalline frost at 135 K; Supulver et al. 1997). Bridges et al. 1996 found that increased
impact speed increases the strength of the frosty bonds as well (up to a critical value of
∼4 mm/s). These findings suggest that all three of the cohesion parameters for a particular particle (or bonded pair of particles) should to be time-variable, yet this model treats
these parameters as constant throughout a simulation. Thus this strategy assumes that the
frost layers are renewed between every collision and always form the same bonds if an
impact results in cohesion, and any further complexity is not addressed at this time. (It is
possible that this assumption is true, and my model tests this hypothesis.)
Recent work (e.g., Hamilton and Kruger 2008, studying the rings of Jupiter) has
shown that ring particles attain time-variable charge as they orbit due to their passage
through the planet’s shadow. My model does not track the location of the planet’s shadow,
so my particles are considered to have constant charge (and temperature, which is relevant
to annealing, as described above) as they orbit. However, the particles in my simulations
are meter-scale, and thus any change in charge is irrelevant to the dynamics of my particles.
There is no internal consistency check to verify that the user’s choice of fragmentation limit matches physically with the choice to bond strength. Thus the user can chose
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to model aggregates with infinite strength (such that tides never disrupt an aggregate)
while simultaneously allowing those aggregates to fragment at the slightest of impacts,
or aggregates that are highly resistant to impact fragmentation yet are easily tidally disrupted. This is a useful feature, as it can be illuminating to isolate the fragmentation
mechanisms to study their behaviors (cf. Section 4.3). So it is up to the user to match
these two parameters physically, if desired. In order to assist with this, I have derived
a naı̈ve order-of-magnitude relationship between the stress limit and the velocity-based
fragmentation limit to use as a general guideline (see Appendix A.2).
Also note that the code does not keep track of explicit bonding networks within an
aggregate, such as those discussed in Lois and Carlson (2007); whether a particle joins
or leaves an aggregate is based entirely on the properties of that particle alone and the
aggregate as a whole, not on local conditions within the aggregate. For instance, the code
cannot track failures or cracks in this model—all bonds obey the same strength law.
This strategy has further consequences that show the simplicity of the model. Collisional results using real materials lie on a complex continuum of outcomes: at one
boundary of the continuum, a single impacted body breaks into two large pieces; at another end, the collision produces a fine spray of material, consisting of very small debris.
(This is further complicated as the collision may leave the impacted body mostly intact—
in the case of a grazing collision, for example—or may result in the complete destruction
of the impacted body.) Most collisions lie somewhere in the middle of these extremes,
producing a mix of many large bodies and a multitude of fine debris.
However, in this cohesion model, fragmentation is limited to removing individual particles from aggregates. Thus all collisions are at the latter end of the collision outcome
continuum discussed above: all collisional fragmentation events produce a spray of individual particles, rather than explicitly producing any large coherent aggregate debris.
However, once liberated, each particle is itself an indestructible sphere, and each particle
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can continue to fragment the remaining aggregate in a cascade of collisions. However,
the former case can emerge subsequent to the collision—a polydisperse distribution of
fragments forming naturally—as these fragments may spontaneously recombine following the cascade (particularly if those particles emerge from the impact event on similar
trajectories).
This limitation also affects stress fragmentation, as bodies cannot split into two fragments due to, for example, tidal disruption. Instead of splitting an aggregate from the
center, where stress tends to be highest, particles in this model are lost from the surface
first.
This could result in an over-abundance of small particles in equilibrium, as those particles ought to be combined as larger collisional fragments. However, in this work, within
my simulations of Saturn’s main rings, most disruptions to aggregates are catastrophic,
destroying the aggregates down to their constituent particles (see Section 4.1), and would
not survive to produce large fragments were the model even capable of producing them.
In rare cases, this strategy could also produce a computational artifact: consider an
aggregate of five particles in an perfectly straight line. If this aggregate experiences an
impact onto the center particle in that line that liberates this particle (and neither the
impactor nor the liberated particle collisionally fragment any remaining particles in the
aggregate) then the resulting aggregate has a “hole”—that is, there are four particles in
the aggregate, but they are no longer touching (manifesting as a slight under-density to
the aggregate). This is a rare occurrence, as it requires a very particular and rare scenario:
not only must the aggregate be a (nearly) straight line, but the impactor must encounter
the aggregate perpendicular to the aggregate’s long axis in order avoid impacting other
particles in the aggregate (and launching the liberated particle at its neighbors). I do not
consider this potential artifact to have any adverse effects on my results, as it is not only
quite rare (my aggregates form via random ballistic accretion, so linear aggregates are
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quite rare), but—as mentioned in Section 4.1—the typical aggregate lifetime is approximately an orbital period, and any under-dense aggregates that may result from this artifact
would not endure for very long.
One final limitation to mention is that these rigid aggregates cannot reshape and reform (like a fluid) into a lower energy configuration (as opposed to the reshaping studies
done by Tanga et al. 2009 with models of asteroids); once bonded into an aggregate, a
particle in this model cannot move relative to the center of mass of the aggregate. However, a particle may join an aggregate with significantly less energy if it first bounces
repeatedly off of the aggregate (rather than immediately merging)—losing energy with
each bounce—until it finally impacts the aggregate at a speed less than the merge limit
and joins at a location of low energy. (Thus, it is possible that simulations with lower
merge limits may produce more compact aggregates, as those aggregates form after more
repeated bounces.) Again, I am not concerned that this unphysically rigid behavior will
affect my results, as the aggregates in my ring simulations have a relatively short lifetime;
unless the timescale to reshape is significantly shorter than an orbital period, the aggregates aren’t afforded the opportunity to dissipate energy and reshape into more compact
configurations.
Even given these limitations, the model’s generality remains an advantage, as it captures the basic behavior of bonding without limiting the range of cohesion mechanisms
that it can mimic. For example, the basic model could approximate soft deformable
spheres, such as those used in Johnson et al. (1971), or overlapping frost layers, such
as in Hatzes et al. (1991), by merely a careful change to the bonding parameters.
Aggregates obey Euler’s equations of rigid body rotation:
I1 ω̇1 − ω2 ω3 (I2 − I3 ) = N1
I2 ω̇2 − ω3 ω1 (I3 − I1 ) = N2
I3 ω̇3 − ω1 ω2 (I1 − I2 ) = N3
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(2.3)

where Ik are the principal moments of inertia of the body, ωk are the spin components
in the body frame, ω̇k are the time derivatives of those components, and Nk are the net
torque components in the body frame. The evolution of the orientations of an aggregate’s
principal axes is given by:
p̂˙ 1 = ω3 p̂2 − ω2 p̂3
p̂˙ 2 = ω1 p̂3 − ω3 p̂1

(2.4)

p̂˙ 3 = ω2 p̂1 − ω1 p̂2
where p̂i denote the principal axes. Note that these are optimized for use in an aggregate’s
body frame, in which the inertia tensor is diagonalized. (This further simplifies the computations as the body frame does not include the rotational accelerations that are present
in the rotating patch frame.)
Torques in Euler’s equations have the form (ri − ra )×(r̈i − r̈a )—i.e., they depend on
a constituent particle’s position (ri ) relative to the aggregate center of mass (ra ), and the
total relative force per unit mass acting on the particle (including tides from the planet,
etc.). The code uses a fifth-order (time-adaptive) Runge-Kutta integrator to advance the
spin vectors and orientations of the aggregates during the drift phase according to Eqs.
(2.3) and (2.4). The aggregate centers of mass are advanced according to Eq. (1.1) in the
usual way while particles in the aggregates are constrained to obey Euler’s equations. Collisions involving aggregates that result in bouncing (i.e., too fast for sticking but too slow
for breaking) are treated using non-central impact equations (with no surface friction);
see Richardson et al. (2009) for the exact equations. Note that particles inside aggregates
do not move relative to one another, which saves on collision searches (considerably so
for large aggregates that would otherwise be computationally expensive rubble piles).
Because of the extra rotation component of aggregates, collision prediction involving them is more complex—even though the solution still just consists of predicting the
intersection of spheres. (The complication is that the spheres are no longer on straight-
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line trajectories, due to the aggregate rotation.) Formally, always within the context of
second-order leapfrog (for which translational velocities are held constant during the drift
phase), collision prediction for rotating aggregates requires solving a quartic equation.
For sufficiently small timesteps, and reasonable rotation rates, the quartic can safely be
approximated as a quadratic (the user has the option of solving the full quartic, at a performance penalty).
However, even with the full quartic treatment, particle overlaps occur, because the
collision prediction only extrapolates the aggregate motion (i.e., without solving Euler’s
equations explicitly). See section 2.3.6 for a detailed discussion of particle overlaps.

2.3

Code Alterations

Two essential issues required direct attention while I incorporated the existing rigid aggregate model of Richardson et al. (2009) into the local rotating frame model. I outline
those two issues here, with details reserved for the separate subsections that follow.
The first is that with the introduction of periodic boundary conditions, portions of a
given aggregate can appear on opposite sides of the patch simultaneously (see Fig. 2.2)—
complicating, for example, collision outcome handling, and calculation of the properties
of the aggregate’s center of mass (COM). To address this, the model stores the positions
and velocities of each particle in an aggregate with respect to more than one reference
point: when an aggregate lies across a patch boundary (i.e., the circle in Fig. 2.2 intersects
with a boundary), the code stores not only the standard in-patch position (shown in green
in Fig. 2.2), but also the position of the particle that is guaranteed to be near its COM—
a position that may be located outside of the patch (a case represented by the yellow
particle in the circle). I call this process “unwrapping” the particle, to contrast the inpatch “wrapped” particle. This greatly simplifies computation of the aggregate’s COM
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properties (see section 2.3.2).
The second issue is that the aggregate dynamics must be transformed properly to the
rotating frame. This involves special considerations for aggregate rotation, orientation,
external forcing from planetary torques, and collision detection. For example, in an inertial frame, in the absence of external influence, an aggregate maintains the orientation of
its angular momentum vector with respect to the coordinate axes. But if viewed in a local
rotating frame, this same aggregate’s angular momentum vector would appear to precess
with a frequency equal to the orbital frequency of the patch (Ω). This in turn has subtle
effects on such processes as collision detection and resolution, and requires rederiving the
equations of motion for an aggregate in a rotating frame; these equations were provided
by coauthor Scheeres of Perrine et al. (2011a), and appear as Appendix A in that work.
The remainder of this section describes explicitly all of the modifications and additions made to the numerical method to place the rigid aggregate model into the rotating
local frame.

2.3.1

Three Coordinate Systems

To begin, I present the three sets of Cartesian coordinate systems (“frames”) in this model,
then discuss their function, and finally describe how one transforms between them.
The “body” frame’s origin is at the COM of the aggregate, and its axes are aligned
with the principal axes of the body. In this frame, the inertia tensor is diagonalized, and
the Euler equations of rigid body motion are easily solved numerically. As the aggregate
rotates, the orientation of these axes changes in an external frame, but not in the body
frame (i.e., the body does not appear to move in this frame).
The “space” frame is an inertial frame whose axes are stationary. The origin’s location
in this frame is arbitrary. In this work, this frame is used chiefly when storing the spins
of free particles, and as an intermediate step in transforming from the body frame to the
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram similar to Fig. 1.1 illustrating the considerations involved with handling aggregates in a periodic patch. There are three particles in this
system, and they are joined into a single aggregate. The aggregate is encircled, and the
center of mass (COM) of this aggregate would lie at the approximate center of the circle
(as drawn). The green particles represent the positions of the particles with the periodic
boundary conditions taken into account (labeled as position #1 in section 2.3.2), and the
yellow particles are their replicas in eight adjacent patches. As the aggregate lies across a
boundary, the circle encloses both yellow and green particles. If the model were to compute the location of this aggregate’s COM from the positions of the green particles, the
result would be incorrect. A similar scenario exists with particle velocities: as in Fig. 1.1,
Keplerian shear carries particles on the right downward, and particles on the left upward.
Thus the green particle on the left of the patch has a velocity in the +y direction (upward
red arrow). However, the aggregate’s COM lies on the right of the patch, and therefore is
carried in the −y direction by shear (downward blue arrow). To calculate an aggregate’s
COM velocity, the model sums over the velocities of its constituent particles; if it naı̈vely
used green particle velocities, it would include the contribution of the red arrow, which
would produce an incorrect result. Thus, the code must store the “unwrapped” position
and velocity of any such yellow particles in aggregates (labeled position and velocity #2)
and use that data to calculate the state of the COM (cf. section 2.3.2).
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patch frame.
The “patch” frame is used the most often, as the sliding patch model is based in this
non-inertial frame (see Fig. 1.1). Its axes are initially aligned with the space frame at time
t = 0; but as the patch orbits, it rotates about its ẑ axis at Ω, the orbital frequency of the
patch.4 Translational motions for all bodies are calculated in the patch frame, using Hill’s
equations of motion (Eq. (1.1)), which include the coriolis and centrifugal accelerations.
To transform from the patch frame to the space frame, one must rotate the coordinate
axes (about ẑ) by an angle Ωt, where t is the time since the simulation began. Also, any
aggregates or particles must add Ωẑ to their spin vector.
To transform from the body frame to the patch frame, multiply any body-frame vector
by Λ, the matrix composed of the eigenvectors of the inertia tensor (see Richardson et
al. 2009), where the eigenvectors are the orientations of the principal axes of the body as
seen in the patch frame. This is equivalent to performing two matrix multiplications: one
to transform into the space frame, and another to further transform into the patch frame.
As such, both rotations are performed in one operation. Note that to transform spins from
the body to the patch frame, one must finally subtract Ωẑ from all spin vectors.
Conversely, in order to go from patch to body frames, simply multiply vectors by Λ−1 ,
i.e. the inverse of the rotation matrix. To properly handle particle spin, first add Ωẑ to the
spin (to put the spin into the space frame), and then multiply by Λ−1 .
4 The

origin of the patch coordinate system does not coincide with the axis of rotation; the distance

between the origin and the center of rotation is the patch’s orbital semimajor axis, a.
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2.3.2

Aggregates and Periodic Boundaries

As mentioned at the top of Section 2.3, there is a bookkeeping issue when aggregations
of particles interact with periodic boundary conditions: it is no longer obvious on which
side of the patch the center of mass (COM) of any aggregate lies. For an aggregate
overlapping a boundary, a naı̈ve weighted average of particle positions would place the
COM far from its true COM location (see Fig. 2.2). Also, when aggregates overlap a
radial boundary, they obey shear imposed by the sliding patch (i.e., parts of the aggregate
will move upward, and the rest downward), which similarly complicates calculation of
the COM’s velocity.
Rather than devise a computationally expensive scheme to detect and compensate for
periodic boundary offsets multiple times during every timestep (e.g., for multiple collisions), I simply track the aggregate’s constituent particles more completely. If it is joined
to an aggregate, I utilize two sets of coordinates to store the position of a single particle:
the “wrapped patch position” (position #1), and the “unwrapped patch position” (position
#2).
Position #1 is standard in the sliding patch model: the position of the particle in patch
coordinates (rather than space or body frame coordinates; cf. Section 2.3.1) that has been
wrapped as necessary to keep it inside the patch. This position is not necessarily on
the same side of the patch as the aggregate’s COM (that is, the distance to the COM is
not the magnitude of the difference in position vectors). Position #1 is used for gravity
calculation and collision prediction. These are the green particles in Fig. 2.2.
Position #2 is in patch coordinates, but is not wrapped as is usual in a patch model—it
is allowed to be outside the boundaries of the patch. This position is guaranteed to be near
the aggregate COM (that is, subtracting the position vectors gives the correct displacement
from the COM). It is used to calculate the aggregate’s COM position, spin vector, angular
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momentum, inertia tensor, and torque vector. In Fig. 2.2, this is the position of the yellow
particle in the circle.
The code also stores the velocities of the particles in two ways, due to the differential
shear across the patch: the “wrapped patch velocity” (velocity #1, with shear matching
position #1), and the “unwrapped patch velocity” (velocity #2, with shear matching position #2).
Each of these velocities is measured in patch coordinates. Velocity #1 is standard in
the patch model, with particle shear applied as usual. This velocity is used for collision
detection between particles. Note that collision detection between aggregates is complicated by the rotating frame (see section 2.3.5).
Velocity #2 is an “unwrapped” version of #1—that is, particles in aggregates that
extend beyond the edge of the patch do not readjust their azimuthal velocities due to
the Keplerian shear across the boundary. This velocity is used to determine aggregate
velocity, spin, and angular momentum—free of any boundary-condition-induced complications. (Fig. 2.2 refers to this issue specifically.) Note that velocities #1 and #2 are
identical except for their azimuthal components.
When an aggregate approaches a patch boundary, one must take care to apply boundary conditions properly to the aggregate’s constituent particles:
A particle’s position #1 is wrapped whenever that particle crosses a boundary, to guarantee that it remains within the patch. Additionally, as in the standard sliding patch model,
shear is applied to velocity #1 when a radial boundary is crossed.
In contrast, a particle’s position #2 is only wrapped when the COM of its aggregate
crosses a boundary. In fact, all particles in that aggregate have identical offsets applied
to their position #2 simultaneously, to maintain the relative positions of the aggregate’s
COM and its constituent particles. Velocity #2 is updated similarly: each particle in an
aggregate whose COM crosses a radial boundary receives a uniform velocity #2 offset
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immediately.
As noted in Quinn et al. (2010), the canonical momentum, Py , must also be updated
whenever a boundary crossing occurs, as the particles’ angular momentum changes during this procedure. In my implementation, I find it is only necessary to store one Py ,
corresponding to position and velocity pair #1.
However, once one introduces non-redundant velocities and positions for each particle, one immediately encounters a problem: how should the other types of position and
velocity be reconstituted from any given data? This issue occurs whenever particles are
added to, or removed from, an aggregate—since the COM position immediately becomes
unknown—and when initializing from stored data.
My strategy begins with position and velocity pair #1, since that is the data stored
in pkdgrav data files. Initially, the position and velocity pair #2 for all particles is set
equal to #1. Then for each aggregate, the model finds the most massive particle, and
uses its position as a reference point (since that particle is most likely to be closest to the
COM—but the method will work regardless). Next, the code examines each particle in
the aggregate, and determines if that particle’s position #2 is currently more than half a
patch length or width from the reference point. If it is, then it must be a wrapped particle
(i.e., the yellow particle in the circle in Fig. 2.2), so its position #2 is adjusted (while
updating velocity #2) until the particle is closer than half a patch dimension from the
reference point (i.e., placing its position #2 within the circle).
Once all particles in the aggregate are unwrapped in this way, the code calculates the
aggregate’s COM position based on the newly unwrapped positions #2. If the resulting
COM position lies outside of the patch (which is a distinct possibility, given the arbitrary reference point), then the COM is wrapped by adjusting each constituent particle’s
position and velocity #2 accordingly, until the COM lies inside the patch.
I made a critical assumption in order to make this data reconstruction method possible:
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I assumed that aggregates will never grow to be larger than half a patch dimension across.
Otherwise, the procedure will begin to mistake a distance from an aggregate’s COM as
large enough to require a wrap, when in fact this distance is real. Early testing showed that
obvious numerical artifacts appear in visualizations when aggregates grow large enough
to break this procedure, and thus it is easy to discover when this problem manifests. If
such a situation occurs, I must simply make the patch larger.

2.3.3

Aggregate Orientation

Here I discuss how placing rigidly bonded aggregates into a non-inertial frame affects
aggregate orientation.
The Eulerian equations of solid-body motion (Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)) take an aggregate’s
spin and torque and update the body’s spin rate and orientation of its principal axes. But
these equations require the aggregate’s principal axes, spin, and torque to all be in the
body frame. I follow the rules in section 2.3.1 to place each vector into the body frame
for computation, and back into the patch frame for usage.
In addition, since my patch coordinate system rotates, sliding out of sync with the inertial space frame, I must carefully manipulate each aggregate’s orientation. In an inertial
frame, free of torques, an orbiting aggregate will maintain the orientation of its angular
momentum vector. So, in the rotating frame, my aggregates must precess at the orbital
frequency of the patch (Ω).
I handle this orientation issue when transforming to and from body coordinates before
applying Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). Consider an integration over the time interval dt. First rotate
the aggregate into the space frame by rotating the transformation matrix Λ by an angle
+Ωt (where t is the time since the space and patch frames were last in sync), and then go
into the body frame by the rules in section 2.3.1. After the Euler equations are applied,
transform from the body frame to the patch, and derotate Λ into the patch frame’s new
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orientation, using an angle −Ω(dt + t).
In practice, I simplify this by arguing that the rotation angle +Ωt is arbitrary; so let
t = 0 for all times in this exercise. Thus the angle by which I rotate into the “space” frame
is zero degrees. This saves computational work. Thus the above procedure reduces to
simply rotating Λ by −Ωdt after the Euler equations are finished.
This procedure results in an aggregate precessing clockwise (in the absence of external
forces, such as tides), as viewed from the ẑ direction in the patch. This is the proper
behavior.
It is appropriate to note here that I have chosen to store the particle spins in the space
frame, while the velocities of those particles (including velocity due to potential aggregate
spin) are valid in the patch frame. This choice is made so that the particles will properly
precess, as discussed above, while minimizing computation. If I stored the spins in the
patch frame, I would have to rotate the spin vectors of perhaps millions of particles by
−Ωdt ẑ at each timestep. This is more computational work than adjusting the spins as
needed (i.e., during collision handing, after a collision is detected).
I had to implement the model in this way in order to maintain backwards compatibility,
even though I recognize it is more awkward. This is done because aggregates are highly
irregular in shape, and the proper aggregate orientations are needed in the patch frame
multiple times during every step in order to properly compute the gravity field around an
aggregate, and detect collisions. On the other hand, particles are perfect spheres, and their
orientations do not affect gravity or collision detection. There will always be (far) fewer
aggregates to update in this manner than particles, so this compromise avoids significant
computational overhead.
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2.3.4

Aggregate Acceleration, Torque, and Stress

Here I discuss required modifications to aggregate acceleration, torque, and stress calculations when in a non-inertial frame. I compute these quantities for an aggregate using the
accelerations on each of its constituent particles, applying the results of the derivations
presented in Appendix A of Perrine et al. (2011a), as described in the following.
The acceleration of the COM of an aggregate is found by first computing a weighted
sum of the accelerations due to gravity and external potentials of its constituent particles,
and then computing the Hill equations of motion (Eq. (1.1)) for the COM. Thus the COM
is accelerated by interparticle gravity, external potentials, and the Hill equations, acting
dynamically as though it were a single rigid particle (see Eq. (30) in Perrine et al. 2011a).
In contrast, to compute both torques and stresses on rigid aggregates in the rotating
frame, I require the accelerations on each particle without Hill’s terms—since those add
accelerations that do not torque a body directly. I achieve this by computing the torques
and stresses after interparticle gravity and external forces are found, but before computing
the Hill terms.
When the proper particle accelerations are known, the model invokes Eq. (36) in Perrine et al. (2011a) to calculate the torque on an aggregate. Note that I take care that all
positions and the aggregate’s inertia tensor are in the patch frame before applying this
equation. The resulting torque vector then needs to be transformed into the body frame
for use in the Euler equations, as mentioned above. Computed in this way, the planetary
tides properly torque non-spherical aggregates to align their long axes with the radial axis
of the planet.
Computing the stress on an aggregate determines if any of its rigid bonds should
break (via stress fragmentation). Such fragmentation triggers include interparticle gravity,
planetary tides, and rapid aggregate rotation. Also, if bonding is sufficiently weak, an
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irregularly shaped aggregate will fragment itself through self-gravity, and drive toward an
equipotential shape (e.g., a sphere, if non-rotating).
I compute the stress on each particle in an aggregate separately, computing the relative acceleration between that particle and its aggregate’s COM, including planetary tides
(cf. Eq. (22) in Perrine et al. 2011a), and the centrifugal force from aggregate spin. As
in Richardson et al. (2009), when that relative acceleration exceeds the tensile or shear
strength (as defined by the user), the particle is liberated from the aggregate.

2.3.5

Collisions

Collision handling in the rotating frame, for the most part, remains unchanged from the
methods used in Richardson (1995) and Richardson et al. (2009). But I must take care to
properly include the reorientation of the aggregates due to the changes in the orientation
of the rotating frame (see section 2.3.3).
I have included the rotation of the patch frame in the velocity used for collision prediction. As in Richardson et al. (2009), collision detection for aggregates is performed
by using a second-order prediction of each constituent particle’s path (referred to as q in
Richardson et al. 2009; see paragraph preceding their Eq. (A.4)), which includes considerations for aggregate spin. The code adds patch rotation to aggregate spin to obtain
an estimate for each particle’s trajectory. This provides an inexact approximation to the
particle’s true curved path, but it is accurate enough in short time intervals.
Once a collision is detected, and the collision time is found, the code integrates the
aggregate(s) involved forward to the collision time. This involves rotating Λ by the angle −Ωdt to compensate for frame rotation, integrating the Euler equations for aggregate
spin, and drifting the COM. The code then resolves the collision, including any potential
merging or fragmentation events. Ideally, it would then trace back the COM position and
derotate Λ into the proper orientation for the start of the step, in order to search for subse-
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quent collisions. Unfortunately, that is not possible. The Euler equations that integrate the
aggregate’s orientation are computed with a time-adaptive Runge-Kutta integrator, which
is not time-reversible.
Thus, the aggregate’s COM is never “back drifted”—that is, after the collision is resolved, the aggregate’s data is not returned back to a state that is valid for the beginning of
the step. In order to keep track of when the aggregate’s data is valid, each aggregate stores
the last time it was updated—that is, the time at which its current position and orientation
is valid. However, the code must check for further collisions, and pkdgrav’s collisionsearch algorithm assumes that all particle positions are valid for the start of the step. Thus,
in order to detect further collisions, the positions for the aggregate’s constituent particles
are back drifted (undoing the frame rotation as well)—but the aggregate’s COM is not. If
another collision is detected, the code must integrate the aggregate’s COM forward (but
only from the time the aggregate was last updated to the time of the newly detected collision), as mentioned above. Again, once the collision is resolved, the code updates the
time at which the aggregate’s new information is valid, and the process repeats.
When no further collisions are detected, the aggregate finishes the step by integrating
forward (taking an Euler step, drifting the COM position, and rotating Λ) over whatever
time remains in the step. If, on the other hand, there are no collisions detected for an
aggregate during a timestep, it simply takes a full step forward.

2.3.6

Overlapping Particles and Correction Strategies

As discussed in Richardson et al. (2009) and section 2.3.5, collision detection for aggregates is done approximately. To produce a predicted collision time, the code extrapolates
the rotation and motion of aggregates assuming, for example, that the spin rate of the
aggregate does not change over the time interval being considered. However, integration
forward to the predicted moment of impact is performed using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) with
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a Runge-Kutta integrator. Once the aggregates’ orientation and position are accurately
determined for the predicted collision time, the colliders may in fact not touch, or may be
overlapping. This is an unfortunate inevitability of this strategy—even a quartic expansion of the collision-prediction equations cannot provide the exact collision circumstances
(though smaller timesteps help to reduce errors).5
Three options to account for particle overlaps are available in the code, which are
called the backstep, adjust position, and repel methods. Backstep calculates how far in
the past the collision should have happened, moves the particles back (using their current
velocities) to the point of impact, resolves the collision, and finally moves the particles
to their new positions for the current time. This strategy works very well in simulations
without aggregates; however, due to the irreversible nature of a Runge-Kutta integrator,
the aggregates cannot be integrated back in time accurately in order to process the missed
collision. Thus using this method with aggregates tends to result in numerical artifacts,
such as abrupt changes in aggregate orientation.
The adjust position method simply moves the two overlapping particles apart (along
their lines of centers) until they are just touching. This deceptively simple strategy also
does not work with aggregates, for two reasons. The first is that the method does not
move aggregates—it only moves the particles. For example, fixing an overlap in this way
on the surface of an aggregate may move a particle deeper into the aggregate, causing a
host of additional unphysical overlaps within the aggregate. The second is that the adjust
position strategy does not change the velocity of the particles, only the positions—thus
angular momentum of aggregates is not conserved. Simulations have shown that this
method causes aggregates to spin up spuriously.
Finally, the repel method applies a repulsive force to overlapping particles such that
5 An

iterative procedure to predict and revise collision times may reduce these errors—a possible future

feature of the code.
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they separate in a reasonable time. This force replaces the usual self-gravity between these
overlapping particles (but other particles’ gravity is calculated as usual). This repulsive
force grows linearly with the degree of overlap, so particles barely overlapping feel a
gentle push, while greatly overlapping particles feel a stronger force. The user controls
how strong this force is via a parameter called the repel factor. I note that higher repel
factors mimic bouncier coefficient of restitution laws, as overlapping particles tend to
separate at higher speeds. This repel method differs from the other two strategies in that
it does not attempt to resolve the overlap instantaneously; rather it applies a gentle force
that encourages particles to separate in time.
I have performed a suite of tests using the repel strategy (the only implemented strategy that avoids numerical artifacts): 70–90% of all overlaps in typical simulations occur
between free particles, and are highly transient. On average, less than 1% of the volume
of any aggregate will be overlapped. Outliers do occur however, with some aggregates
containing 10–20% of their volume in an overlap. (However, these aggregates tend to be
“dumbbells”—aggregates with only two particles—and these are easier to force apart than
larger aggregates with more inertia.) Also of note: roughly half of all overlaps between
particles in aggregates are in fact in the same aggregate. This is a direct consequence
of the inaccuracy of collision prediction. These overlaps are frozen into the aggregate,
since the particles cannot move relative to one another, and thus are not correctable (via
the repel method) until some external process fragments the bond. I do not feel these
overlaps are harmful to the results of my model, as the overlap simply imposes a minor
larger-than-average mass density to that region of the aggregate, which mimics a physical
variation in material density. (See Fig. 3.2 for two example density distributions; these
plots do not show any bodies with unusually high densities—the signature of unphysical
overlaps.)
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Chapter 3
Cohesion Simulations
3.1

Parameters

Here I describe the parameters used in all 100 A and B ring cohesive particle simulations
presented in this work, starting with those that were consistent throughout all runs.
All particles had an internal density of 0.5 g/cm3 to represent porous ice, consistent
with the local Roche critical density (the density of material that would fill its own Roche
lobe) for the A ring (Porco et al. 2007). For computational reasons, I used the same
internal density for all A and B ring simulations, even though the local Roche density
should be higher for the B ring region.
Following Porco et al. (2008), I used the speed-dependent coefficient of restitution
(ε) law of Borderies et al. (1984)—a speed-dependent law, in which ε decreases with
increasing impact speed:
v
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(3.1)

with vimp the impact speed, and v∗ a scaling factor, with lower values providing more
dissipation. As did Porco et al. (2008), I used a v∗ of 0.001 cm/s, with zero surface
friction. This choice of v∗ makes the law extremely dissipative; all impacts with speeds
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above 2 mm/s use an ε below 0.1, and the typical impact speed of 0.5 mm/s (the escape
speed from a particle with the above parameters) has an ε of approximately 0.2.
The critical opening angle (θcrit ) for the gravity tree was 0.5 radian, and my timestep
was approximately 5 seconds. I tested a range of θcrit values from 0.25 to 1 radian, and
found no discernible systematic difference in outcome (besides a nearly a factor of two
difference in computation time), and chose 0.5 as a conservative value. In testing a range
of timesteps from approximately 0.5 to 50 seconds, I find my timestep is a reasonable
compromise between accuracy and computation time. (A timestep of 50 seconds resulted
in significant errors in the model’s outcome; on the other hand, a timestep of 0.5 seconds
yielded fewer overlaps, but otherwise no systematic differences, at the cost of over 10
times greater computation time.)
The dimensions of my patches were constant within the A or B ring simulations:
approximately 880 by 350 meters for the A ring, and 695 by 280 meters for the B ring,
with the longer axis in the azimuthal direction (the aspect ratio of 2:5 was chosen to
accommodate the pitch angle of the gravity wakes). For my fiducial choices of surface
mass density (Σ) for each ring (500 and 1000 kg/m2 for the A and B ring, respectively),
these patch dimensions correspond to 4 by 10 critical wavelengths (λcrit —see Section
1.4).
But changing Σ can change the number of particles (N); for simplicity, and to keep N
tractable (as runtime scales—at best—with N 2 , due to geometrically increasing collision
frequency), I chose to keep my patch size static when varying Σ (rather than forcing
larger patches with increases in λcrit ). This means that at higher surface densities (and
thus larger λcrit ’s) there is a higher risk for wake self-interaction (between the simulated
patch and its replicated ghost cells). However, my densest patches are at worst double
the Σ of my fiducial—and were thus 2 by 5 λcrit —and my experience is that 2 by 5 λcrit
provides reliably similar results to the fiducial patch size, so I feel that this is an acceptable
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compromise between numerical accuracy and runtime.
I placed my simulated patches at two orbital semimajor axes to mimic B and A ring
conditions, at 100,000 and 136,530 km from Saturn, respectively (with orbital periods of
8.96 and 14.3 hours). The majority of my simulations used a 1-m-radius monodisperse
particle population. (The choice to use relatively large particles keeps N to a tractable
∼75,000 in the majority of my runs.) For comparison purposes, some simulations were
performed with polydisperse particles, with a size range of 0.8–1.2 m, and using a powerlaw size distribution exponent α = −3, assuming the form n(R) ∝ Rα . These choices
result in nearly uniform N between the polydisperse and the monodisperse cases. (Note
that the average particle radius in the polydisperse case is approximately 0.96 m, which
means that vesc will be ∼4% smaller on average in the polydisperse cases than in the
monodisperse.) In either case, a size distribution of aggregates emerges as the simulations
proceed, resulting in changes to the overall effective α.
Particles were placed randomly within the patch, with no initial aggregates or spin, in
a uniform vertical distribution 20 m thick. Initial velocities were chosen from a uniform
distribution in each Cartesian coordinate, with minimum and maximum values of ± 2ΩR
in the radial and azimuthal directions, and ± ΩR in the vertical direction (with R = 1
m). (In this way, I deliberately begin out of equilibrium, but note that—regardless of
these choices—both the vertical scale height and the velocity dispersion of the particles
equilibrate to consistent values within a few orbits.) Each run was carried out to about
9 simulated days (15 orbits for my A ring runs, 24 orbits for the B ring runs). This
gives plenty of time for studying the equilibrium state of the system, as equilibrium is
established within approximately 5 orbits (as determined when properties such as velocity
dispersion and optical depth level off with time).
Most of my simulations completed in 8–11 days on 16 processor cores, depending on
the interparticle collision rate—but the highest Σ runs took drastically longer. In fact, my
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B ring simulation with the highest Σ (2000 kg/m2 ) finally completed after ∼7.5 months,
requiring 130,000 CPU hours (nearly 15 CPU years) of computation.
My simulations explored the parameter space by holding certain values constant while
varying a single parameter, in order to isolate the effects of that parameter. Different suites
of simulations explored the effects of the merge and fragmentation limits, bond strength,
and mass surface density (see Tables 3.1 through 3.4). Most of these parameters are
not experimentally well-constrained, especially for 1 m ice spheres, providing primary
motivation for this work. However, when available, I chose best-guess fiducial values and
reasonable ranges for my parameters based on observations or theoretical considerations.
My fiducial merge limit was 0.5 vesc , or 0.27 mm/s, which was based on the results of
Hatzes et al. (1991), who found the critical sticking speed for frosty 2.5 cm ice spheres to
be ∼0.3 mm/s. I recognize that there likely is a relationship between merge limit and radius (considering varying curvature and gravity scaling with particle size), but I assumed
a fiducial merge limit of 0.5 vesc for this work; this is necessary, as I am constrained in
my simulations to larger particle sizes (see above) for which no cohesion data exists.
I have no firm experimental reference for the impact fragmentation limit, but results
from Bridges et al. (1996) indicate that this quantity may be on the order of 1 mm/s. Fig.
2a in Bridges et al. (1996) shows an impacting particle’s speed decreasing as it rebounds,
showing that the particles formed a cohesive bond during the impact that then broke,
losing energy to the failing bond. That is, the impactor broke its own bond as it moved
away faster than the bond could hold, and thus the impact speed (1.5 mm/s) exceeded the
impact fragmentation limit for these particles.
Thus for the fiducial fragmentation limit, I chose two physically reasonable values of
1 and 2 vesc (0.53 and 1.06 mm/s). In my model, the fragmentation limit cannot be lower
than the merge limit, so to choose a lower fiducial fragmentation limit would confine my
possible merge limits during parameter sweeps. Thus the lower limit of 1 vesc is perhaps
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more physically grounded, but the larger limit of 2 vesc allows me to explore higher merge
limits, and both are consistent with the observation from Bridges et al. (1996). (Again,
curvature and gravity scaling may alter the fragmentation limit for my larger particles, but
I use these fiducials in the absence of further data.)
For my fiducial bond strength I first reference the only extraterrestrial Solar System
ice whose strength has been studied: comets. I chose 100 Pa, as this appears consistent
with the analysis by Sekanina and Yeomans (1985) for the strength of Comet Brooks 2.
Asphaug and Benz (1996) found a weaker upper limit (∼5 Pa) for the strength of Comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9, while Richardson et al. (2007) found a higher upper limit of ∼103−4
for Temple 1 (though the results are consistent with zero strength). My fiducial appears
to be a reasonable midpoint.
However, comets are compositionally and structurally different from the particles
comprising the rings of Saturn (as they include, for example, dust, methane, and organics—
see for example Sitko et al. 2011), so their strengths are used here only as a starting reference. For comparison, the experiments of Supulver et al. (1997) showed frosty ice bonds
failing with forces on the order of ∼1000 dynes. At a contact area of ∼1 cm2 , that’s
approximately a bond strength of 1000 dyn/cm2 , or 100 Pa. Again, this value is only a
fiducial, as the experiments showed that this bond strength is variable based on the frost
thickness and density (Supulver et al. 1997) and impact speed (Bridges et al. 1996).
The reader should keep in mind the discussion of “parameter strength” vs “lab strength”
in Section 1.4—namely that pkdgrav assumes β = 2 for strength conversions, and one divides by the proper βLab in order to translate into the appropriate lab strength for the bonding model being considered. That is, if βLab is small, the lab strength (SLab ) is obtained by
plugging the simulated parameter strength (SParam ) into the relation SLab = SParam /βLab .
For example, if we assume that bonding is occurring in the rings via the frost layer
overlap model provided by Hatzes et al. (1991), we would like to translate my parameter
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strengths into real strengths appropriate for that model. My approximate βLab for that
model is 10−3 (see Section 1.4 or Appendix A.1), so a parameter strength in pkdgrav of
100 Pa translates to 105 Pa in the frosty ice layer cohesion model.
Thus this fiducial parameter strength of 100 Pa is higher than the upper limits found
observationally for comets, as well as the experimental results for frosty ice cohesion
(Supulver et al. 1997). However, this value is only a fiducial, and I have conducted a
strength-varying suite in order to test the population’s sensitivity to strength. (See Section
4.3 for a discussion of my results regarding the strength parameter.)
While my fiducial fragmentation limits and strength seem plausible, I believe that they
are also roughly consistent with one another. Appendix A.2 provides a rough order-ofmagnitude estimate relating the impact speed between two bodies (vimp ) and the pressure
exerted by that impact (Pimp ):



  


vimp
Pimp
R
ρ
1s
1
=
βLab
1m
1 g/cm3
1 mm/s
∆t
1 Pa

(3.2)

with R the radius of the (equal-size) impacting bodies, ρ the internal mass density of the
bodies, ∆t the timescale of the collision, and assuming β  1. (Note that this equation
is a duplicate of Eq. (A.8), included here for convenience.) This relationship allows one
to set the impact fragmentation limit (a speed) to be consistent with the bond strength (a
pressure), and enabling a convenient scaling between these two failure limits.
Assuming R = 1 m, ρ = 0.5 g/cm3 , and ∆t = 0.01 s (see Appendix A.2), I find that
an impact fragmentation limit of 0.5 mm/s is approximately consistent with an aggregate
parameter strength (i.e., β = 2) of 25 Pa (or a lab strength of 105 Pa, using βLab = 10−3 ).
Thus a fragmentation limit of 0.5 mm/s is within an order of magnitude of my fiducial
parameter strength (100 Pa).
My fiducial Σ values for the A and B ring were 500 kg/m2 and 1000 kg/m2 , respectively, producing approximately equal computational load for each location within the
rings. My A ring value is based on the consistent results found both by Colwell et al.
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(2009; a compilation of density wave observations1 ) and Robbins et al. (2010; N-body
work that matched simulated optical depth as a function of surface density to Cassini
UVIS stellar occultation data). The true B ring Σ may be much larger than 1000 kg/m2
(Robbins et al. 2010), but even doubling to 2000 kg/m2 turned out to be extraordinarily
expensive (as mentioned above, my 2000 kg/m2 simulation required nearly 15 CPU years
to complete). Thus I maintained the B ring fiducial of 1000 kg/m2 in the interest of completing a large number of simulations to produce parameter sweeps—being sure to also
provide a suite studying the aggregates’ state at a range of Σ’s.
For details regarding the remaining parameters, see Tables 3.1 through 3.4, in which
runs are organized into suites with one changing parameter and all others constant (as
indicated by dashes). The tables provide an “Index” for each run, which is a shorthand
for the parameters of interest in that simulation. The first component of the index is
(typically) A or B, indicating A or B ring nominal parameters (Saturnian distance and
surface density). (Note that this component is omitted in the final suite in Table 3.4.)
The second component indicates the parameter varied in that suite, with M for merge
limit, F for fragmentation limit, Str for strength, and Sig for surface density; when the
merge limit is varied, I specify the fragmentation limit used (1 or 2 vesc ), as I employ two
different fragmentation limits in such runs. The third component is the nature of the innate
particle population, either monodisperse (“mono”—all particles having radius of 1 m) or
polydisperse (“poly”—radii of 0.8–1.2 m, with α = -3). Finally, the fourth component
is a convenient run number within the suite. When I reference a suite throughout this
work, I simply state the three first components of the indices of the runs in that suite; for
example, the first suite in Table 3.1 is A-M1-mono (i.e., nominal A ring settings, with
variable merge limit, fixing the fragmentation limit to 1 vesc , and monodisperse initial
1 Surface

density is directly obtained from the density wave’s wavelength dispersion as the wave propa-

gates through the ring material; see Tiscareno et al. (2007) for a discussion of the technique.
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Index
A-M1-mono-1
A-M1-mono-2
A-M1-mono-3
A-M1-mono-4
A-M1-mono-5
A-M1-mono-6
A-M1-mono-7
A-M1-mono-8
A-M1-mono-9
A-M1-poly-1
A-M1-poly-2
A-M1-poly-3
A-M1-poly-4
A-M1-poly-5
A-M1-poly-6
A-M1-poly-7
A-M2-mono-1
A-M2-mono-2
A-M2-mono-3
A-M2-mono-4
A-M2-mono-5
A-M2-mono-6
A-M2-mono-7
A-M2-mono-8
A-M2-mono-9

M (vesc )
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.175
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.75
1.0
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.175
0.25
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2.0

F (vesc )
1.0
1.0
2.0
-

S (Pa) Σ (kg/m2 )
102
102
102
-

500
500
500
-

a (km)
136530
136530
136530
-

Table 3.1: First in a series of tables of simulation parameters, with each row representing
a simulation. The first column is the simulation index, as explained in Section 3.1. Note
that the index includes both the code for the ring region under study (either “A” for A
ring, or “B” for B ring), and the inherent distribution of indestructible particles (either
monodisperse [“mono”] at 1 m, or polydisperse [“poly”] at 0.8–1.2 m, α = −3). The
next 3 columns in the table are the bonding parameters: merge limit (M), fragmentation
limit (F), and strength (S), in either units of vesc (0.53 mm/s, the escape speed from a
spherical particle with radius of 1 m and density 0.5 g/cm3 ), or Pascals. The last column
is the mass surface density (Σ). The total combined CPU time for all the runs represented
on these four tables is over 561,000 CPU hours.
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Index

M (vesc )

F (vesc )

S (Pa)

Σ (kg/m2 )

a (km)

A-F-mono-1
A-F-mono-2
A-F-mono-3
A-F-mono-4
A-F-mono-5
A-F-mono-6
A-F-mono-7
A-F-mono-8
A-F-mono-9
A-F-mono-10
A-F-mono-11
A-F-poly-1
A-F-poly-2
A-F-poly-3
A-F-poly-4
A-F-poly-5
A-F-poly-6
A-F-poly-7
A-F-poly-8
A-F-poly-9
A-Str-mono-1
A-Str-mono-2
A-Str-mono-3
A-Str-mono-4
A-Str-mono-5
A-Str-mono-6
A-Str-mono-7
A-Str-mono-8
A-Str-mono-9
A-Sig-mono-1
A-Sig-mono-2
A-Sig-mono-3
A-Sig-mono-4
A-Sig-mono-5
A-Sig-mono-6
A-Sig-mono-7
A-Sig-mono-8

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
-

0.5
0.75
1.0
1.25
1.5
1.75
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.25
1.5
1.75
2.0
2.5
3.0
1.0
1.0
-

102
102
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
101
102
Infinite
102
-

500
500
500
125
250
375
437
500
625
750
1000

136530
136530
136530
136530
-

Table 3.2: Second in a series of tables of simulation parameters; this table continues to
specify the A ring runs. See Table 3.1 for details.
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Index
B-M1-mono-1
B-M1-mono-2
B-M1-mono-3
B-M1-mono-4
B-M1-mono-5
B-M1-mono-6
B-M1-mono-7
B-M1-mono-8
B-M2-mono-1
B-M2-mono-2
B-M2-mono-3
B-M2-mono-4
B-M2-mono-5
B-M2-mono-6
B-M2-mono-7
B-M2-mono-8
B-F-mono-1
B-F-mono-2
B-F-mono-3
B-F-mono-4
B-F-mono-5
B-F-mono-6
B-F-mono-7
B-F-mono-8
B-F-mono-9
B-Sig-mono-1
B-Sig-mono-2
B-Sig-mono-3
B-Sig-mono-4
B-Sig-mono-5
B-Sig-mono-6
B-Sig-mono-7

M (vesc )
0.0
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.5
-

F (vesc )
1.0
2.0
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.25
1.5
1.75
2.0
2.5
3.0
1.0
-

S (Pa) Σ (kg/m2 )
102
102
102
102
-

1000
1000
1000
250
500
750
1000
1250
1500
2000

a (km)
100000
100000
100000
100000
-

Table 3.3: Third in a series of tables of simulation parameters; this table specifies most
of the B ring runs. See Table 3.1 for details.
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Index

M (vesc )

F (vesc )

B-Str-mono-1
B-Str-mono-2
B-Str-mono-3
B-Str-mono-4
B-Str-mono-5
B-Str-mono-6
B-Str-mono-7
B-Str-mono-8
a-mono-1
a-mono-2
a-mono-3
a-mono-4
a-mono-5

0.5
0.0
-

1.0
0.0
-

S (Pa) Σ (kg/m2 )

a (km)

10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
101
102
0.0
-

100000
100000
110000
120000
130000
140000

1000
500
-

Table 3.4: Fourth in a series of tables of simulation parameters. See Table 3.1 for details.
The first suite is the final set of B ring runs, and the second suite consists of runs without
cohesion to study the effects of Saturnian distance (a) independent of aggregation.

particles).
Note that some parameters are duplicated across different runs; to save computation,
I often used a single run in many suites (e.g., entries A-M1-mono-7, A-F-mono-3, and ASig-mono-5 are the same simulation). However, I did occasionally take the opportunity
to rerun a simulation (with the same parameters and initial conditions) in order to verify
that repeating a simulation reproduces consistent results (e.g., entries B-M2-mono-4 and
B-F-mono-7 are independent simulations with the same parameters). Additionally, this
afforded me the opportunity to confirm that I was getting uniform results between the two
different computer systems I used for my runs.
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3.2

Data Analysis

Once the particles equilibrate (as determined by examining dynamical properties such as
filling factor at the midplane and velocity dispersion), a simulation proceeds for approximately 10 orbits, during which I sample the state of the system ∼10 times per orbit—
measuring, for example, the percentage of free (unbonded) particles, the number of aggregates (including 2-particle “dumbbells”), the radius of the largest aggregate (Rmax ),
the slope of the size distribution (α), the physical optical depth (τ phys ), and the particle
vertical scale height (h).
I estimate the effective radius (R) of an irregularly shaped aggregate by first finding
its principal axis lengths (a ≥ b ≥ c) then computing the radius of the volume-equivalent
√
sphere as R = 3 abc. Once the sizes of the aggregates are known, I bin the data into
a log-log histogram, and measure the slope of the line (see Fig. 3.1). I remove from
the slope all bins with bodies less than 1.2 m in radius; I found that the results from
the monodisperse and polydisperse runs showed improved agreement when I used this
method, as it essentially ignores all unbonded bodies in both types of simulations. For
example, Fig. 3.1 shows that particles in the first bin are far overrepresented in the power
law, and would drastically skew the fit if included. Moreover, in the polydisperse case,
there is more than one overrepresented bin, as there are unbonded bodies of many sizes in
those plots—thus the polydisperse and monodisperse cases would include different biases
if these bins were included. So I ignore bins that include unbonded particles, or R ≤ 1.2 m.
(It is possible that these unbonded particles are overrepresented because of their artificial
indestructibility—these particles would perhaps in reality break down into a distribution
of ever-smaller particles, which may in equilibrium match with the rest of the aggregate
population. But this is beyond the scope of the model at this time.)
Two example density distribution plots (from the same snapshots as in Fig. 3.1) are
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Figure 3.1: Two example incremental size distributions of effective radii of bodies, chosen from snapshots of two simulations. The left pane shows the final state of the aggregate population in run A-M2-mono-1, demonstrating the relatively steep size distribution
(and smaller number of aggregates) that comes with weaker cohesion. The right pane
shows the final state of the aggregate population in a run with stronger cohesion, A-Fmono-5, in which larger bodies flatten out the size distribution. Bins are 0.1 m wide,
X’s indicate bins that contain exactly one body (since logarithmic axes cannot natively
distinguish between bins containing zero or exactly one object), and the result of the
least-squares fit to the histogram’s slope on this log-log plot is given as α (with 1-σ uncertainty), providing the power-law exponent in the size distribution function n(R) ∝ Rα .
Note that in each plot there is a gap between the largest body and the next-largest body
(and the location where the slope intercepts the x-axis). In this work, when I discuss the
largest aggregate (Rmax ), I refer to the single body to the far right of these plots. (If I were
to instead define Rmax as the x-intercept, for example, my results for Rmax would decrease
by a significant amount (∼33–50%), so this is an important distinction.) Also note that
the fit does not include bodies of radius less than 1.2 m (see discussion in Section 3.2).

shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 are nearly mirrors of one another, strongly
indicating that bodies have consistently lower density than their constituent particles. This
is expected, as a random (inefficient) packing of spheres should leave more and more
empty space between the objects as more spheres are added, resulting in an overall drop
in density as the body grows.
The physical optical depth (τ phys ) is determined by firing “test rays” into the particle
field at random locations normal to the plane of the ring, and computing the probability
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Slope

Slope

Figure 3.2: Two example density distributions of aggregates, chosen from the same snapshots as Fig. 3.1 (i.e., run A-M2-mono-1, using weaker cohesion, left, and run A-F-mono5, with stronger cohesion, right). Density is computed as (3M)/(4πR3 ), with M the mass
of the aggregate (sum of the masses of its constituent particles), and R the aggregate’s effective radius (as defined in the text). Bins are 0.01 g/cm3 wide, and—as in Fig. 3.1—X’s
indicate bins that contain exactly one body, and the result of the least-squares fit to the
histogram’s slope on this log-log plot is given (with 1-σ uncertainty). Note that these figures approximately mirror those of Fig. 3.1, with all of the unaggregated bodies falling in
the rightmost bin at 0.5 g/cm3 , and the rarer large aggregates having the lowest densities.
(The fit given here is merely for demonstration purposes, so it includes the unaggregated
bodies—in contrast to Fig. 3.1.)

that the rays pass through the ring. (Specifically, e−τ phys ≡ n/N, where n is the number of
test rays that pass through the ring and N is the total number of rays fired. Thus τ phys is
infinite if n = 0, and τ phys = 0 if n = N.) Finally, h is the RMS height of all of the particles
in the patch.
Once each quantity is determined for each sampled timestep, I take the average and
standard deviation of these quantities over time. This is necessary to remove the natural variability of all of these quantities even when the system is in equilibrium (see Fig.
3.3). There are no obvious long-term trends in these properties—indicating that the population has reached equilibrium—however significant variation is evident, as aggregates
go through periods of heavy formation and subsequent destruction (usually when large
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Figure 3.3: Shown here is the time evolution of four properties of the aggregate population in run A-M1-mono-8 (see Table 3.1). Displayed are the final 9 orbits of the 15-orbit
simulation, demonstrating the system’s highly variable equilibrium. The upper-left panel
is the fraction of unbonded particles in the simulation, with a value of 100% indicating
no bonded particles at that time. The lower-left panel is the total number of aggregates
in the simulation. The upper-right panel shows the slope of the size distribution, α, taken
from plots such as Figure 3.1. The lower-right panel shows the effective radius of the
largest aggregate, in meters. Note that the identity of the largest aggregate is not consistent throughout the simulation; in fact, the largest aggregate will change quite often, as
aggregates are continually created and quickly destroyed, often existing for less than one
orbit. The time-averaged data is displayed on each pane as a mean and a 1-σ standard
deviation, with the mean drawn on the plot as a dashed line. The error for α is more complex than a simple standard deviation of its variation in time, as each point has its own
error (from the least-squares fit). Propagation of error combines each point’s error with
the variance in the time-averaged data to obtain the value displayed on the plot—though
most of the quoted error in α results from time-variability.
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gravity wakes collide). Figure 3.3 demonstrates that time-averaging helps to filter out
these rapid changes in aggregate evolution. Scatter in τ phys and h can be attributed to
wake formation and destruction, and similar scatter in the aggregate properties is caused
by stochastic bursts of aggregate formation. These processes are related, as aggregates
tend to form readily as wakes collide, creating zones of low encounter speeds and high
densities, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Note that this averaging procedure may help my results more closely match observations. While my simulations study a small patch of ring material for a long temporal
baseline (approximately a week), observations typically image a large portion of ring material all at once, studying a large spatial baseline at one instant. I believe that these two
techniques should yield similar results, as each technique removes natural variability by
averaging and estimating error from internal variability in the sample.
Note that my calculation of the size distribution of bodies in my simulations only
includes bonded aggregates, and that any loosely bound gravitational aggregates (such as
wakes) do not affect my determination of α. This may be in contrast to what observers
have measured, as those observations are based on light interacting with the rings in total,
which cannot distinguish between gravitational and bonded aggregates as easily. I have
not attempted to include gravitational aggregates into my data analysis; this is an area of
future work.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion of Cohesion
Simulations
Snapshots from four selected simulations are presented in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The results
of all simulations (whose parameters are detailed in Tables 3.1 through 3.4), analyzed as
discussed in Section 3.2, are plotted in Figs. 4.3 through 4.10. See the figure captions,
and the discussion below, for further details.

4.1

The Lifetime of a Typical Aggregate

Here I provide a brief description of the growth and destruction of a typical bonded aggregate. As discussed in Section 3.2, aggregates form chiefly in the high-density and
low-relative-speed environment of the gravitational wakes. Then, as mentioned in Section 1.4, the wakes are short-lived, and dissolve on orbital timescales, due to the shearing
nature of the disk. The dissolved wakes leave behind newly created non-spherical aggregates, which then are free to collide (bouncing, merging, or fragmenting), either with
other aggregates or free particles. Many survive until coming into contact with another
gravitational wake—at which time they are typically destroyed down to their constituent
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Figure 4.1: Snapshots from A ring runs with moderate cohesion (A-F-mono-4, left; cf.
Table 3.2), and high cohesion (A-M2-mono-9, right, cf. Table 3.1). For reference, the
merge limit in the left pane is near the Hatzes et al. (1991) value, but the merge limit in
the right pane is 4 times “stickier.” Viewing geometry is as in Fig. 1.1. These patches
are approximately 350 meters on a side as pictured, so this view only displays approximately half of the simulated region. To enhance aggregate visibility, particles bonded
into aggregates (shown in non-green colors) are drawn overtop of non-bonded particles
(in green)—thus, aggregates are never hidden behind a cluster of unbonded green particles. Conversely, clusters of green particles are unbonded gravitational aggregates; see
for example the large object near-center on the right pane. Note the finer wake structure
and abundance of small aggregates in the left pane, but coarser wake structure and larger
embedded aggregates in the right pane. Strong bonding evidently not only enables larger
aggregates, but begins to disrupt wake structure.

particles, due to the encounter speeds involved. That material is mixed into the wakes,
which form new aggregates. However, in rare cases, larger aggregates colliding with
wakes may erode somewhat before forming the core of a new large aggregate. This usually only occurs when the merge or fragmentation limits are set to very high levels (above
vesc ). As wakes form on orbital timescales, the typical aggregate lifetime is an orbital
period as well.
If the wakes are very tightly packed together (e.g., Fig. 4.2), the lifetime of an aggregate is even shorter, due to the decreased time between annihilating impacts.
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Figure 4.2: Pictured here are two simulations based in the B ring using the same cohesion parameters as in Fig. 4.1, showing moderate cohesion (B-F-mono-4, left) and high
cohesion (B-M2-mono-8, right). Viewing geometry and colors are identical to Fig. 4.1.
Note the drastic difference in structure between the two panes, in comparison to the two
panes in Fig. 4.1—this demonstrates that there may be a relationship between the physical optical depth and cohesion parameters in the B ring, which is not present in the A
ring (see Section 4.8).

4.2

Effects of Surface Density

One of the surprising discoveries of the Cassini era was that the mass surface density
(Σ) of the main rings is not as well constrained as previously believed (see Robbins et
al. 2010). While this also has implications to the age of the ring system (as mentioned
in Chapter 1), it also implies that simulations of Saturn’s rings should ideally consider a
range of Σ values.
Figure 4.3 shows my parameter sweep over Σ in both the A and B ring regions. The
overall conclusion is that changes in Σ do not change my results with respect to matching
observations of α and Rmax with my data—but there are subtle effects. The number of
free particles increases with higher Σ, indicating that higher collision rates tend toward
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Figure 4.3: Ring mass surface density (Σ) vs. four averaged, equilibrated aggregate population properties calculated as described in Section 3.2. All points represent separate
simulations. As in Figure 3.3, the upper-left pane shows the number of unbonded particles in the simulation, as a percentage. The upper-right pane shows the average α, with
propagation of error used to combine the errors for each snapshot (from the least-squares
fit; see Fig. 3.1) with the variation of α over time. The lower-left pane shows the number of bonded aggregates (including 2-particle “dumbbells”), and the lower-right shows
Rmax . Suite B-Sig-mono is the solid line (blue), and A-Sig-mono is dotted (black); see
Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The transparent blue bars on the two right panes show the target
observational constraints for both the A and B rings introduced in Section 4.4: α ∼ -2.75
to -3, and Rmax ∼ 10–20 m.
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liberation of more free particles rather than trapping more particles into aggregates. The
power law index as measured from the simulations is steady in the A ring, with widening
errorbars with larger Σ due to higher impact rates (and thus more stochastic aggregate
formation). The average Rmax peaks in the center of my A ring range, but the errorbars
are large enough to assume a constant value of 10–20 m.
However, in the B ring, α appears to become steeper with increases in Σ, moving from
approximately -4.5 to -5.5. While α appears to saturate at a value of approximately -5.5
at the highest surface densities, additional simulations at high Σ would be required to discover if α stabilizes or continues to fall at ever larger Σ—unfortunately, these simulations
are very computationally expensive. On the other hand, Rmax appears roughly constant
with Σ in the B ring, at around 5–10 m.
Thus my A ring results appear insensitive to Σ, but caution is needed when interpreting
my B ring results for α, given the large uncertainty in Σ there.

4.3

Dominant Fragmentation Mechanism: Collisions or
Stress?

Figure 4.4 shows the results of my suites studying the response of the aggregate population to variations in the parameter strength, for both the A and B rings. In both regions of
the rings, the plots show a sensitivity to the strength below a critical value, and essentially
no sensitivity to the strength above that value (to within errorbars). This critical strength,
for both the A and B rings, appears to be 10−2 Pa (for β = 2).
Evidently, strength fragmentation is not a significant breakage mechanism above the
critical value, as the aggregate populations do not respond to changes in strength above
this threshold. For further evidence of this, see the A ring simulation with infinite strength
(marked at 104 Pa on the figure): the results are similar to every simulation at and above
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Figure 4.4: Bond strength (essentially an acceleration threshold for fragmentation) vs. the
four equilibrated aggregate population properties described in Fig. 4.3. Note that the xaxis is in log space, and that the point plotted at 104 Pa represents infinite strength. Lines
represent suites B-Str-mono (solid, blue) and A-Str-mono (dotted, black); see Tables 3.2
and 3.3. As in Fig. 4.3, the transparent blue bars on the two right panes show the target
observational constraints for both the A and B rings.
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the critical strength. That is, above the critical strength, the bonds are essentially infinitely
strong, as the typical stresses encountered in these regions of the rings are weaker than
the bonds.
In the absence of acceleration-stress fragmentation, the only remaining fragmentation
mechanism is impact fragmentation. Thus, when the strength is at or higher than the
critical strength, the limiting factor for aggregate size is impact fragmentation, which is
governed by the fragmentation limit. If below the critical strength, both stress and impact
fragmentation can occur.
The majority of my runs set the parameter strength to 100 Pa (i.e., β = 2), as motivated
by experiments and comet observations (see Section 3.1), so my runs are located in the
impact-fragmentation-dominated regime. But the cometary results are only upper limits,
and I am aware that the true strength of these comets may be orders of magnitude below
my choice of fiducial strength. However, my fiducial strength is 4 orders of magnitude
larger than my critical value for the dense rings; thus real ring particles may still lie in the
strength regime that is insensitive to strength fragmentation.
By extension, the discovery of the existence of a critical strength implies that stresses
like tidal disruption and aggregate spin are not very important to the discussion of weak
cohesive bonding. If bonding is weak enough to allow Saturn’s tides to break bonds
(parameter strength under 10−2 Pa), then, according to my relationship between impact
pressure and speed (Eq. (3.2)), the impact merge and fragmentation limits would be very
low: at least 4 orders of magnitude below the merge and fragmentation limits used in
this work. These limits would be so low that essentially every collision would be above
the fragmentation limit; thus sticking could not occur often, and impacts would rapidly
break any bond that does form. Thus, the most important cohesive bonding parameters
for the rings are the merge and fragmentation limits. This conclusion assumes that there
is a (linear) relationship between impact pressure and speed (that is, that the derivation of
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Eq. (A.8) in Appendix A.2 is appropriate for Solar System ice).
It should be noted that the value of this critical strength obtained here is somewhat
dependent on chosen parameters, such as internal particle density, and my range of merge
and fragmentation limits. For example, were the aggregates denser (either through higher
internal particle density or more efficient packing) they would better resist tidal disruption. Similarly, were my maximum merge and fragmentation limits higher, the aggregates
would likely grow to larger sizes—and as they grow, their densities would continue to fall
(see Fig. 3.2). Thus the results here demonstrate the existence of a critical strength in
these systems, but the exact value remains dependent on local conditions.

4.4

Constraints on A Ring Bonding Parameters

It was established in Section 4.3 that collisions are the dominant fragmentation mechanism for aggregates in my simulations. Here I examine the results from suites that varied
merge and fragmentation limits in order to obtain ranges of those parameters that match
observations of the A ring.
I presented an overview of the observations of α and Rmax for Saturn’s A and B rings
in Section 1.2; these results are quite complex, with variations throughout the disk, and
coupled dependencies on modeling, α, Rmin , and Rmax . For simplicity, I set the target
range for matching the observations of α at -2.75 to -3, and Rmax at 10–20 m, for both the
A and B rings. These broad ranges attempt to encompass loosely both the uncertainty in
the modeling of the observational data (discussed in Section 1.2) as well as the variations
they find in these values throughout the A and B rings.
I match my chosen criteria for α and Rmax reasonably well in Fig. 4.5 at a wide range
of merge limits (0.053–0.53 mm/s), using the lower of my two fragmentation limits (1
vesc ). Figure 4.6, on the other hand, uses the higher fragmentation limit (2 vesc ), and
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Figure 4.5: Merge limit vs. the four equilibrated aggregate population properties described in Fig. 4.3. All points represent separate simulations with various merge limits,
and use the lower of my two fiducial fragmentation limits (1 vesc , or 0.53 mm/s). Suite
B-M1-mono is the solid line (blue), A-M1-mono is dotted (black), and A-M1-poly is
dashed (red); see Tables 3.1 and 3.3. The transparent blue bars on the two right panes
show the target observational constraints for both the A and B rings introduced in Section 4.4: α ∼ -2.75 to -3, and Rmax ∼ 10–20 m. Note that the property with the most
time-variability, and the largest errorbars, is Rmax . This is a symptom of the stochastic
formation of very large bodies that are quickly destroyed, resulting in brief spikes in Rmax
vs. time.
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Figure 4.6: Merge limit vs. the four equilibrated aggregate population properties described in Fig. 4.3, but using the higher of my two fiducial fragmentation limits (2 vesc ,
or 1.06 mm/s). Suite B-M2-mono is the solid line (blue), and A-M2-mono is dotted
(black); see Tables 3.1 and 3.3. The transparent blue bars on the two right panes show
the target observational constraints for both the A and B rings introduced in Section 4.4:
α ∼ -2.75 to -3, and Rmax ∼ 10–20 m.
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only satisfies the criteria for α and Rmax at a single point (0.05 mm/s). Clearly, there is a
relationship between fragmentation limit and merge limit: if one value is too extreme, as
the fragmentation limit appears to be in Fig. 4.6, the other parameter’s range that matches
the observations becomes tiny. Ideally, the best range in one parameter opens the largest
matching range in the other. An exhaustive search over all possible combinations of
merge and fragmentation limits is possible, but it would require far more simulations than
I have performed in this work, so I will simply estimate the bounds on the region of the
merge-limit/fragmentation-limit plane that best match the observations.
In Fig. 4.5, the monodisperse data matches the target α and Rmax values with merge
limits of 0.053–0.53 mm/s, while the polydisperse data is slightly more restrictive, with
matching merge limits of 0.09–0.53 mm/s. In Fig. 4.7, the A ring line matches the observations for fragmentation limits within 0.4–0.7 mm/s. This result fits with the discussion
above, as the fragmentation limit in Fig. 4.6 is outside of the matching range quoted here,
causing a limited range of matching merge limits in suite A-M2-mono.
Thus my estimated A ring range for the merge limit is 0.1–0.5 mm/s, and 0.4–0.7
mm/s for the fragmentation limit. I note that the Hatzes et al. (1991) result of a sticking
limit at ∼0.3 mm/s lies in the center of my range of matching merge limits, lending
support to the suggestion that such bonding is possible in the main rings.

4.5

Constraints on B Ring Bonding Parameters

Section 4.4 provided two sets of constraints that I can now apply to the B ring results:
a set of observational criteria, and limits on the bonding parameters that matched my A
ring results to those observational constraints.
Applying the observational constraints (target α = -2.75 to -3; Rmax = 10–20 m) to
the B ring results plotted in Fig. 4.5 turns up no matching parameters. The data in Fig.
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Figure 4.7: Fragmentation limit vs. the four equilibrated aggregate population properties
described in Fig. 4.3, with a fixed merge limit of 0.27 mm/s (0.5 vesc ). Suite B-F-mono
is the solid line (blue), A-F-mono is dotted (black), and A-F-poly is dashed (red); see
Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The transparent blue bars on the two right panes show the target
observational constraints for both the A and B rings introduced in Section 4.4: α ∼ -2.75
to -3, and Rmax ∼ 10–20 m.
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4.6 is consistent with the observations at merge limits of 0.25–0.4 mm/s. Lastly, Fig. 4.7
satisfies the target α and Rmax values at fragmentation limits in the 0.9–1.1 mm/s range.
(Evidently, the fragmentation limit of 0.53 mm/s, used for the suite in Fig. 4.5, was too
low to satisfy the B ring observational constraints, which is consistent with that limit
being below the matching range found in Fig. 4.7.)
Alternatively, if I assume the bonding parameters are constant throughout the rings,
and apply the parameter range that matches my criteria in the A ring to the B ring data, I
find a curious result: α should be approximately -4 to -5 in the B ring, and Rmax would be
5–15 m.
What is discovered is that the observational result of consistent α and Rmax throughout
the rings is at odds with the assumption of constant bonding parameters throughout the
rings. I discuss possible resolutions to this conflict in Section 4.6, and devote the rest
of this Section to discussing why I expect the A and B rings to behave differently in the
presence of constant bonding parameters.
Section 4.3 discussed my belief that stress fragmentation plays a minor role in these
simulations when the strength is above a critical value, and thus collisions dominate the
state of the aggregate population, so it cannot simply be that, for example, stronger tidal
disruption in the B ring give rise to different α and Rmax . Whatever is causing the B and
A ring populations to differ must be collisional in nature. The properties of the particles
themselves are not changing, so the escape speed (vesc ) is the same. It cannot be an effect
of Σ, as Fig. 4.3 shows A and B ring simulations with the same Σ with vastly different
results. I believe that it is the slight change in the orbital frequency (Ω), and its resulting
change in the shear speed (vshear ), that is causing such a drastic difference.
At the semimajor axis of my A ring runs, vshear is 0.37 mm/s (for R = 1 m particles),
which is below their vesc of 0.53 mm/s (for R = 1 m, ρ = 0.5 g/cm3 particles). But in
my B ring runs, Ω is a nearly 60% higher than in the A ring, so vshear becomes 0.58
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mm/s, which is now larger than the escape speed. Thus the impact speed distribution
shifts to larger values in the B ring than the A, as the greater vshear establishes a higher
floor of potential encounter speeds. And if impacts tends to be faster in the B ring, the
particles will naturally require higher limits—they will need to be “stickier”—if they are
to maintain the same equilibrium sizes and size distributions.
This brings up an important question: since vesc is constant throughout the disk (assuming no drastic changes in particle properties, such as density variations), but vshear
falls with distance from Saturn, at what location in the disk does vshear match vesc —that
is, where is the turning point outside of which the escape speed is the dominant impact
speed? Both speeds are proportional to the size of the body, so it turns out that this location is only dependent on the internal density of the particles. With 0.5 g/cm3 , this
location is 106,800 km from Saturn’s center,1 or in the B3 region (Colwell et al. 2009).
If cohesive bonding is occurring in the rings, and is dominated by collisions as shown
in this work, we might observe some changes in the particle population’s properties
around this annulus. Given the parameters found for the A ring, I would predict that
α is rather steep (about -4 to -5) in the B ring, with somewhat smaller Rmax (about 5–10
m in radius). As we move out through the rings, we would expect to see a shallower size
distribution (less negative α) and growing Rmax , as the impacts become milder due to a
steady drop in shear speed, with a more drastic change around the transition point near
the 106,800 km annulus.
It is true that the observations do not seem to agree with my model’s predictions for
how α should behave, given constant cohesion parameters, but there are hints that perhaps
Rmax is rising with Saturnian distance. French and Nicholson (2000) show a constant Rmax
with Saturnian distance (20 m), but Voyager observations have hinted otherwise: Rmax
1A

R = 1 m body with density 0.5 g/cm3 has vesc = 0.53 mm/s. I define vshear = 32 (2R)Ω. Solving for Ω

yields 1.8 x 10−4 rad/sec, which is at 106,800 km.
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appears to grow from 5 to 10 m in the A ring, and possibly even increases outward though
the Cassini division (see Section 1.2). While it is encouraging that the observations for
Rmax from Voyager agree loosely with my findings, I acknowledge that it remains far from
a satisfying and firm confirmation of my model’s results.

4.6

Reconciling Observation and Model Results

In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, I found that I match the observational criteria for bonding in the A
ring with a merge limit range of 0.1–0.5 mm/s, and a fragmentation limit range of 0.4–0.7
mm/s. The data matches those same criteria in the B ring with a merge limit of 0.25–0.4
mm/s, and fragmentation limit of 0.9–1.1 mm/s. These two sets of limits overlap in the
merge limit parameter, but—contrary to my assumption of constant cohesion parameters
throughout the disk—differ in their range of fragmentation limits by nearly a factor of
two.
On the other hand, if I were to apply the A ring’s cohesion ranges to the B ring, I
would expect steeper size distributions there than in the A ring (α = -4 to -5), with smaller
largest particles (Rmax = 5–10 m). Here I provide some discussion on ways to reconcile
these differences between prediction and observation.
The first explanation to consider is that these results may indicate that impact-limited
weak cohesion is not occurring in the rings—that the observed distribution of particle
sizes is simply a result of long-term collisional grinding, with particles never growing
and coalescing, but merely fragmenting and shrinking over the age of the Solar System.
After all, it is a primary goal of this work to explore whether cohesion is compatible
with observations of the rings, and this conflict may show that it is not. However, I have
managed to satisfy the observational criteria with reasonable parameters, and may even
have begun to explain the observed growth of Rmax with distance from Saturn. Given
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these promising findings, I will continue discussing ways to resolve the disagreement.
Next, I consider that the bonding parameters can vary in the main rings, and assume
that the size distribution and maximum aggregate size are constant throughout the disk.
This implies that the particles in the B ring are “stickier,” with a much higher impact fragmentation limit than the particles in the A ring. Given the differences in surface density
and orbital frequency between the A and B rings, it is possible that the surface properties
of the ring particles would be different, and any frost layers on their surfaces would be
potentially compacted and refreshed differently due to the higher collision frequency in
the B ring. It may be that the bonds formed between cohering particles in the B ring
are twice as strong as those in the A ring, but it seems unlikely that these B ring bonds
would be exactly as strong as they need to be to match the equilibrium properties of their
counterparts in the A ring. Something fundamental would have to link the strength and
fragmentation limits of the bonds to the orbital frequency of the particles.
On the other hand, perhaps the cohesion parameters are constant throughout the disk,
and α does change with distance from Saturn. This implies that the observations of the B
ring measured different structures than my analysis did—and this seems plausible. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show that the topography of the A and B rings are very different; perhaps
the same wavelength of light, interacting with these very different patches of particles, is
sensitive to different structures (P. Nicholson, personal communication, 2010). Perhaps
more of the wake structure is measured in the B ring than in the A, where individual
bodies are more separated. This potential ambiguity in observational measurements is in
contrast to the relative simplicity of my measurements within the model; I have the luxury of counting every body separately and measuring its size—regardless of how deeply
embedded in a wake it may be. Thus, until we can analyze the real and simulated patches
in the same manner, it will be difficult to know exactly how different our results truly are.
I also point out the possibility that a combination of model parameters may exist that
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provides a constant α with distance from Saturn—under constant cohesion parameters—
that my chosen parameter space did not cover. For example, my range of Σ’s in the B ring
may not truly describe the environment there (e.g., Robbins et al. 2010), so my results
may not be accurately modeling the true B ring. This seems unlikely however, given my
discussion of how changes in vshear are driving these impact-dominated adjustments in
the equilibrium properties of the aggregate population (see Section 4.5). I find it unlikely
that simply increasing Σ, or using a different coefficient of restitution, could override the
inherent changes to vshear that naturally affect the impact speed distribution throughout the
disk. On the other hand, the internal particle density I used throughout my simulations
is underdense in the B ring with respect to the local Roche density there (see Section
3.1), and perhaps growth in my B ring simulations could be enhanced were I to use a
higher internal density in the B ring. It is possible that my A and B ring results might
be more similar were I to use the proper local critical density for the particles in each
ring; however, I do not know if larger densities in the B ring would entirely resolve the
differences I’ve found.
In addition, the use of the critical Roche density is based on the assumption that icy
ring material is only held together via gravity, and that a body will accrete additional fluffy
icy material, lowering its density, until it fills its Roche lobe. But this process would itself
be affected if cohesion is occurring in the rings, so perhaps it isn’t appropriate to use the
local Roche critical density at all. Exploring different material densities was beyond the
scope of my study, so such trials are left to future work.
Finally, I must acknowledge that my model remains a first-order attempt at simulating
cohesion in planetary rings, and that perhaps my code is too simple, and is missing key
physics. While I do not believe my results would change much were I to use a more
sophisticated model, the possibility exists.
In summary, I have made a number of suggestions to help reconcile the observational
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results with my model. In order from least likely to have a significant effect, to most
likely to have a large effect, they include: my model may not include key physics that
could result in better agreement with observations; cohesion might not be active in the
rings, and the observed size distribution arises via another process; my parameter space
was insufficient to fully study this topic; particle cohesion parameters vary throughout the
rings, which tells us something regarding the (potentially varying) surface properties of
the particles; and cohesion parameters are constant throughout the rings, indicating that
the ring observations and my data analysis differ in what they are sensitive to.

4.7

Maximum Aggregate Size in Equilibrium

In this section I discuss the largest average aggregate radii (Rmax ) in my equilibrated ring
patches, and address how these findings may apply to “propellers” in the A ring, and the
suggestion by Tremaine (2003) that large bonded aggregates may exist in the B ring.
I have observed that it is the impact fragmentation limit that appears to determine Rmax
in a simulation. First, I discussed in Section 4.3 that in my simulations, at my chosen parameters, aggregate fragmentation is dominated by collisional fragmentation, with stress
fragmentation playing a minor role in the state of the final aggregate equilibrium population. Then in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, as each portray suites that use constant fragmentation
limits, each suite shows evidence for saturation in Rmax at higher merge limits. On the
other hand, Fig. 4.7 shows consistent growth in Rmax , with no evident saturation. Thus a
rise in fragmentation limit allows Rmax to rise as well.
As a consequence, I do not expect weak cohesion among ring particles to result in
runaway growth: larger aggregates induce faster impacts, as they have higher escape and
shear speeds (each of which are proportional to the size of the body—cf. Section 1.4),
and so growth will be self-limiting—so long as the fragmentation limit of a body does not
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increase with the size of a body (or another mechanism does not come into play at larger
sizes to strengthen the body). However, it does not seem likely that icy bodies in the rings
should grow stronger with size, as larger (terrestrial) rocky bodies tend to be weaker than
smaller bodies (e.g., Housen and Holsapple 1999). If this result applies to ice, the results
for Rmax from my simulations would in fact be too high, as my model makes the simple
assumption that the fragmentation limit of a body is constant with size.
The largest aggregates created in my parameter space are approximately 40 m in radius, for both the A and B rings, and only form in simulations that employ the largest
fragmentation limits in my parameter space. It is likely that larger aggregates could be
made if I extended my parameter range to higher fragmentation limits—but ever higher
fragmentation limits lead to stronger disagreement with observations of α, so I do not feel
it would be illuminating to provide those models.
Cohesion provides a potential means of constructing large, embedded objects in the
dense rings; this is relevant to the discovery of propeller-shaped features in Saturn’s outer
A ring, as these features appear to be the perturbed wakes of large (yet unresolved) bodies
embedded in the rings. The propellers often appear in multiple images over time (up to 5
years; Tiscareno et al. 2010b), implying that these perturbations are not simply transient
fluctuations in the ring material, and appear to be confined to three distinct annuli in
the A ring (Tiscareno et al. 2008). These bodies are typically 20–250 m in radius, but
could be up to 1–2 km (Tiscareno et al. 2010b). It is unknown whether these bodies are
the remnants of a parent body breakup into three well-defined annuli, or whether some
mechanism has shepherded these bodies into this configuration. My work explores the
alternative, that these propeller bodies are in fact built “bottom-up” out of ring material,
rather than “top-down,” as the remnants of a larger body.
My work implies that we might rule out that these bodies are weakly coherent aggregates for three reasons. First, by matching the plausible range of fragmentation limits to
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observations of α in the A ring, I have confined the range of possible Rmax values as well,
to approximately 15–40 m. In order to create 250 m (let alone 1–2 km) bodies, I would
need much larger fragmentation limits, which would result in α values less negative than
-2. Second, these propeller bodies must be long-lived in order to sustain such perturbations over orbital times, and the aggregates in my simulations are created and destroyed
on orbital timescales.2 Third, my model provides no reason why only three distinct annuli
of the A ring would produce propeller bodies. On the contrary, if my model is correct, I
would expect to see propellers throughout the A ring, with increasingly larger propellers
at larger orbital radii, since Rmax should increase (according to my model) in that sense
(assuming constant bonding parameters throughout the rings). It is possible that there is
some threshold size that must be reached before a propeller is created (see the discussion in Section 5.1.3 regarding the results of Lewis and Stewart 2008), yet my model
provides no reason for these large objects to congregate into distinct regions, rather than
distributing themselves stochastically throughout the rings.
Turning our attention to the B ring: Tremaine (2003) suggests that certain large-scale
regions of alternating high and low optical depth in the B ring, ∼100 km in radial extent,
are the result of “shear-free” assemblies of particles—that is, regions of the ring that
seem to orbit as a solid body. The present work provides evidence against the suggestion
that weak cohesion could build these large structures out of the ring material; while I
was able to produce a mix of aggregates, my aggregates’ maximum size is limited by
the fragmentation limits permitted by the observational constraints, as discussed above.
Tremaine (2003) suggests a plausible strength limit (104 Pa) which—were the ice that
strong—would allow assemblies of such a size to exist. However, my work shows that
2 While

it remains possible that larger aggregates may have longer lifetimes due to self-shielding effects,

I argue that increases in velocity dispersion from gravitational stirring, and increased shear speed, would
destroy these massive bodies just as quickly as the smaller aggregates.
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the impact fragmentation process is a much more important consideration in regards to
the size and lifetime of these objects, and that due to the steady increases in vshear and
vesc that occur as these bodies grow, coupled with the scale of vshear in the B ring, impacts
should prevent these objects from growing beyond the scale of tens of meters in the B
ring.
Note that all of my results are based on simulations using a uniform material density
of 0.5 g/cm3 . It is possible that larger self-gravitating structures could form if denser
material were mixed into the ring material (e.g., silicate material, or unusually compact
ice—formed through rare collisional events). With this dense material forming the core
of an aggregate, the resulting body would be denser, and thus could grow larger (i.e., its
Roche lobe would be larger). However, this discussion assumes that aggregate growth is
simply a competition between self-gravity and tidal disruption, yet my results show that
my simulations are in a collisionally-dominated regime. If aggregate cores are denser,
that increases the escape velocity of the bodies, increasing the overall impact speed. This
could in fact impede aggregate growth, leading to smaller bodies. Future studies and
simulations will be needed to resolve what effect denser cores would have on the resulting
size of aggregates.

4.8

Other Observational Diagnostics for Constraining
Aggregation Parameters

To this point, I have focused on constraining bonding parameters to match existing observations of the A and B rings of Saturn (specifically, α and Rmax ). I will now discuss
the effects of cohesion parameters on two other potentially observable properties of the
rings: the physical optical depth (τ phys ) and the scale height (h). If I can show these properties vary with “stickiness,” perhaps I can do more than simply constrain the plausible
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parameter range.
Figure 4.8 shows the equilibrated τ phys for each of the simulations in Tables 3.1
through 3.3. I first point out that the bottom pane of Fig. 4.8 shows nearly constant
τ phys for most Σ values in the A and B ring.3 This agrees with the findings of Robbins
et al. (2010), who discussed the nonlinear relationship between optical depth and Σ by
providing simulations that showed that one cannot assume that rises in Σ will produce a
corresponding linear rise in τ phys (especially at large τ). Thus the following discussion
should hold no matter the value of the local surface density (cf. Section 4.2).
It appears from these results that τ phys in the A ring is not sensitive to changes in any
cohesion parameter—which unfortunately means that τ phys may not be a useful diagnostic
for cohesion in the A ring. However, in the B ring, τ phys can vary with cohesion parameter
by as much as 30%, from τ phys ∼ 1 with no cohesion, to τ phys ∼ 0.7 at very high merge
or fragmentation limits. So, for example, if cohesion parameters were to vary greatly in
the B ring, we might be able to observe a change in τ phys .
But why do the same parameters cause changes to τ phys in the B ring, but no changes
in the A ring? The answer appears to lie in the scale height of those two regions of the
rings. Tests I have performed (see Fig. 4.9) revealed a linear relationship between patch
semi-major axis and scale height, even in the absence of any cohesion. (This appears to
be consistent with Colwell et al. 2007, who noted that B ring wakes were “flatter” than
A ring wakes.) Geometrically, if the material in the A ring is more vertically distributed,
there is a greater chance for particles to move above or below one another, reducing the
physical optical depth. Thus, even at the same surface densities, an A ring simulation
3 However,

the last point in pane (h) of Fig. 4.8 does not appear to follow the trend of a slowly-rising

τ with increasing Σ. The uncertainties are consistent with τ being flat with Σ at high Σ, but it invites
speculation—perhaps the wakes have strengthened, and are more efficient at hiding mass at higher Σ by
clearing the interwake regions of debris.
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Figure 4.8: These eight plots display the equilibrated physical optical depth in all of the
simulations in Tables 3.1 through 3.3 using solid (blue), dashed (red) and dotted (black)
lines. Each pane also displays the dynamical optical depth (total cross-sectional area
of all particles divided by the patch area) for that simulation for comparison, in a longdashed (magenta) line. Panes on the left are A ring suites (Tables 3.1 and 3.2), and those
on the right are B ring suites (Table 3.3). Pane (a) shows suites A-M1-mono in black,
A-M2-mono in blue, and A-M1-poly in red; (b) B-M1-mono in black and B-M2-mono in
blue; (c) A-F-mono in black and A-F-poly in red; (d) B-F-mono in black; (e) A-Str-mono
in black; (f) B-Str-mono in black; (g) A-Sig-mono in black; and finally (h) B-Sig-mono
in black. See Section 4.8 for a discussion.
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Figure 4.9: Equilibrated vertical scale height (h) from five simulations without cohesion
at various orbital distances (a) from Saturn (see Table 3.4). The range in a brackets the
two locations used by my A ring (136,530 km) and B ring (100,000 km) simulations, and
clearly shows a roughly linear (within errorbars) relationship between patch semimajor
axis and scale height.

ought to have a lower equilibrium τ phys than an equivalent B ring simulation (which is
what I find).
The top pane of Fig. 4.10 shows that h is consistently higher in the A ring simulations,
while τ phys is always lower in the A ring. In fact, h appears to be so high in the A ring that
changes to h do not affect the optical depth (this is presumably because h remains large
enough to allow particles to consistently move above or below one another). Conversely,
points generally in the upper-left corner of the top pane (B ring data, with weaker cohesion) have low h, and thus such a compact configuration of particles (h ∼ 2–3 m) that any
increase in h (with stronger cohesion parameters) has a significant effect on τ phys in the B
ring.
Why does h increase with stronger cohesion? In the bottom pane of Fig. 4.10, we see
that h is excited by increases in the size of the largest aggregate (Rmax ). The scale height
appears nearly constant4 with changes in Rmax until ∼20–25 m, when increases in Rmax
4I

note that in the A ring suites, h decreases slightly at lower values of Rmax until ∼8 m. I speculate that

perhaps cohesion is providing a damping effect (via collisions with zero coefficient of restitution) at these
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Figure 4.10: Composite plot displaying equilibrated vertical scale height (h) vs. physical
optical depth (τ phys ) in the top pane, and the radius of the largest aggregate (Rmax ) vs.
h in the bottom pane, for many of my simulation suites. Symbols distinguish A ring
from B ring suites, with triangles for B ring, and X’s for A ring. Line types (and colors)
distinguish which parameter was varied: merge limit suites with a lower fragmentation
limit (1 vesc ) are dotted (black), merge limit suites with a higher fragmentation limit (2
vesc ) are solid (blue), fragmentation limit suites are dashed (red), and bond strength suites
are long-dashed (green). See Section 4.8 for a discussion.
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cause h to grow at the highest cohesion parameters (see Figs. 4.5 through 4.7 to map the
cohesion parameters to Rmax ).
Thus when cohesion is strong enough to produce aggregates larger than ∼20–25 m,
the particle population responds to the gravitational excitations of these bodies and becomes vertically excited, causing h to rise. If the disk is already thick, as in the A ring,
the optical depth does not fall; but if the rings are ordinarily compact, then this rise in h
will cause a decrease in τ phys .
My observational criteria included the assumption that aggregates do not grow larger
than ∼20 m in the B ring, and I find that τ phys would only change if aggregates could
grow to this size or larger. Thus searching for variations in τ in order to constrain potential
cohesion parameters would also potentially shed light on the size of the largest aggregate
in the rings.5

4.9

Validity of Monodisperse Starting Conditions

To support the analysis above, I examine a major simplification in the model and determine if it is acceptable—namely, that my use of a monodisperse population of particles
(with a uniform 1 m radius) matches the results of my polydisperse comparison cases
(radii 0.8–1.2 m, α = -3). I ran two comparison suites with polydisperse particles, A-M1poly and A-F-poly, and their results are plotted with A-M1-mono and A-F-mono in Figs.
4.5 and 4.7, respectively.
To first order, the results show good agreement, as the points often lie within each
weakly cohesive parameters—an effect that is overtaken at higher cohesion values when the gravitational
influence of the large aggregates re-excites the disk.
5 It

would be more direct to observe local variations in h to constrain Rmax ; however such a study would

require sub-meter resolution on the vertical structure of the main rings, which is far beyond the capabilities
of past or present space missions.
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each other’s errorbars. But closer inspection shows that where differences are visible,
the polydisperse results are systematically offset from the monodisperse data, with the
polydisperse runs having fewer aggregated particles, smaller largest aggregates (Rmax ),
steeper size distributions, and more (smaller) aggregates overall. It is possible that that
the presence of the more massive indestructible particles in the polydisperse cases (up to
1.2 m) is increasing the velocity dispersion in those runs, leading to subtle differences
between the cases. Close examination of the average velocity dispersion in these simulations, comparing monodisperse to polydisperse runs, is mostly inconclusive, as the
errorbars overlap. However, at higher merge limits, the polydisperse runs indeed show
higher velocity dispersions.
Excited to higher velocity dispersions, the polydisperse particles are subject to higherspeed impacts, leading to fewer merging events, and more fragmentation events. This
would naturally cause all of the systematic effects observed (though I would not have
necessarily expected more aggregates to form, rather than fewer).
I note that this is likely an artificial difference: if these 1.2 m particles were able
to fragment, they would not likely have the same enduring effect on the velocity dispersion. This could be tested using a polydisperse population with a smaller maximum
size—however, using smaller particles causes a rapid rise in the number of particles (for
a simulated region of a fixed size), and I have not attempted such runs at this time.
It would appear that my polydisperse and monodisperse cases provide similar results,
and that my results would not differ significantly were I to use a polydisperse initial size
distribution throughout my models. This conclusion would be stronger if I were able
to compare to a wider range of polydisperse particles (e.g., 0.1–1 m), but this is unfortunately not computationally plausible with the number of simulations required. Future
work should push the these limits and continue to test the validity of the monodisperse
case.
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4.10

Comments on the Range of Bonding Parameters

The chosen range of cohesion model parameters (merge and fragmentation limits, and
bond strength) appears to cover the most significant and interesting regions of the parameter space that affect the equilibrium aggregate population. In many of the panes in Figs.
4.4 through 4.7, the data show signs of saturation.
The data approach 0% bonding at low strengths and merge and fragmentation limits.
At higher merge and fragmentation limits, there is evidence for saturation in the percentage of bonded particles, as well as α and Rmax . This is almost certainly the result of my
chosen parameter range bracketing the common impact speeds of the rings (the particles’
escape speeds and the shear speed of the regions of the rings I have modeled). I predict
that my figures would look quite different if the impact speed distribution were centered
around other values—that is, if the velocity dispersions of the particles were different.
So any alternative choice of parameters that could affect the equilibrium velocity dispersion (e.g., the coefficient of restitution) might in turn affect the equilibrium aggregate
population.
I also note that my bond strength range is large enough to encompass both the critical
strength value (see Section 4.3) and infinite strength (in one A ring simulation).
I believe that I have sampled the most significant portions of the parameter space
that are relevant to the A and B rings of Saturn; however, I note that cohesion should
produce different results in other systems with vastly different velocity dispersions, such
as protoplanetary disks in the process of forming planets—requiring a different range of
parameters not likely covered by this work.
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Chapter 5
Other Rings Work
While working toward the formulation of a suitable thesis topic, and completing the resulting project, I’ve spent time working on other tasks. Section 5.1 gives a summary of
work accomplished prior to starting the dynamics of cohesive ring particles project (which
forms the bulk of this thesis), and Sections 5.2 and 5.3 briefly discuss side projects that
resulted in published papers (Tiscareno et al. 2010a, Quinn et al. 2010), on each of which
I appeared as second author.

5.1

Review of Work in Ring-Moonlet Interactions

Prior to starting the cohesive aggregation project, my work centered around modeling
ring-moonlet interactions—specifically the gravitational (and, to a lesser extent, collisional) influence of a relatively large (∼4 km-radius) embedded moonlet on the surrounding ring material. This study was based on the Daphnis/Keeler gap system (see Fig. 5.1),
and so the work was focused on moonlets large enough to open up a full gap (as opposed
to, for example, the smaller “propeller” perturbers, which are not large enough to disrupt
an entire annulus of ring material).
This work involved performing full N-body local simulations with a massive moonlet
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Figure 5.1: A composite view of both simulated and real images of Saturn’s outer A ring.
In the background, a Cassini image of the outer A ring, showing the Encke and Keeler
gaps, with their embedded moons, Pan and Daphnis. For scale, the Keeler gap is about
40 km wide. The edgewaves on the downstream edges of the Keeler gap from Daphnis’
perturbations are clearly visible. Placed overtop is a snapshot from a simulation with
parameters similar to the A ring, with a single 3.9 km-radius particle taking the place of
the moonlet Daphnis. The view is compressed to enhance the edgewaves produced in the
simulation, as indicated by the different aspect ratios between the snapshot and the box
surrounding the corresponding location in the Cassini image.

located inside a planetary ring gap. The only comparable work in this area has been done
by Lewis & Stewart (see Section 5.1.3). I soon discovered the challenge this scenario
posed, as by introducing a large gravitational perturbation into the local simulation breaks
the assumption of generality in the patch model—the patch becomes a unique place in the
rings (the place in the annulus in which the moonlet resides), rather than a location that
could stand for any neighboring patch. However, if the gravitational disturbance does
not extend beyond the simulated boundary, then the model is potentially valid. A simple
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means of accomplishing this is to use a very large patch; but when larger perturbations
are studied, this can require prohibitively large patches.
Section 5.1.1 discusses the two major alterations that I made to the standard local
simulation technique that I utilized in order to perform this work, including changes to
the azimuthal boundary conditions (using what I call the “random wrap” technique), and
how I chose to model the moonlet within the simulation. Section then 5.1.3 outlines how
Lewis and Stewart handled these issues in their work, and overviews their scientific focus.
Section 5.1.2 then very briefly discusses the theories of edgewaves and gap-clearing that
I compared the results of my model against, and presents some results that came out of
that work.

5.1.1

Model Alterations

Two means to represent the large perturbing body (the moonlet) within the patch were
implemented. The first simply places a large particle (that is approximately 1000 times
larger in size than any other particle) in the center of the patch, to represent the moonlet.
This strategy has the advantage of full self-consistency within the code, as the moonlet
responds to the ring material’s gravity and collisional momentum transfer automatically.
One serious complication is that as this particle is treated exactly like all other particles
in the patch model, it is replicated into all neighboring patches, potentially complicating
the gravitational potential.
To provide a contrasting model, I implemented a capability within the code to represent the perturbing moonlet as an external perturber—a source of gravity that can move
independently of the patch, and so can act as a moonlet orbiting about Saturn, and gravitationally influence the particles in the patch externally. The advantages of this strategy
include the freedom to place the perturber anywhere (as this potential can be at any location inside or outside of the simulated patch—thus for example representing a very large
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moon on a resonant orbit), and uniqueness (as the perturber is not artificially replicated by
the patch model). The disadvantages include the fact that there is no back-reaction from
the particles onto this external potential, as it moves on a fixed path (violating Newton’s
3rd law, though the extent of these errors depends on the mass ratio between the particles
and the moonlet), and collisions onto this potential are more difficult to handle (as there
is no physical particle for other particles to collide with). Thus, for example, it is not
possible to model accretion onto the moolet.
Each technique can provide a time-variable potential—that is, each is capable of having the moonlet on an eccentric orbit.1
These two contrasting models allowed me to compare results and determine, for example, that replication of the moonlet, when represented as a particle, did not cause any
problems so long as I used a reasonably large patch. This built my confidence in this
simple strategy, and so I used it in most of my subsequent work.2
But having a large gravitational perturber in the center of a local simulation creates
problems: in order to allow for reasonable patch sizes while ensuring that the embedded
moonlet’s perturbation does not unphysically distort the patch material, I created the “random wrap” routine, which erases these perturbations as particles cross over the azimuthal
boundary. This ensures that the perturbation is contained to the downstream flow of particles, as the moonlet’s gravitational disturbances are erased as the particles cross from the
downstream side of the patch to the upstream side.
This routine modifies the standard periodic boundary conditions: rather than directly
1 As

it happens, Daphnis was discovered to have a tiny but non-zero eccentricity (Jacobson et al. 2008),

and I was able to reproduce the Cassini images with my model (see Fig. 5.6).
2 Using

the large particle to represent the moonlet was especially useful when I studied accretion rates

onto the moonlet, and granular dynamics of that accreted material as it flows onto the moonlet’s surface. It
turns out that this material accumulates near the moonlet’s Lagrange points, and then bursts off the surface
in sudden and massive flows of particles, somewhat similar to landslides.
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reintroducing particles on the opposite side of the patch when they exit, the new procedure
“randomizes” particle positions and velocities to erase any dynamical signature of having
encountered the moonlet. This attempts to mimic the natural damping effect that a body
experiences after encountering the moonlet in the real ring system: by the time a particle
encounters the moonlet again, it has had sufficient particle-particle interactions to return
to equilibrium. My procedure artificially removes the moonlet’s perturbations without
having to perform a computationally expensive simulation over hundreds of thousands of
kilometers of ring material.
However, the physical accuracy of this technique requires that we know, in advance,
the equilibrium conditions of the ring particles. The following assumptions were made in
order to produce an “equilibrated” populations of randomized particles. First, I assumed
that the equilibrated (upstream) particles’ velocity dispersion matches that of an equilibrated region of the rings that is free of any perturbations from a moonlet. Thus, when a
particle wraps azimuthally, the method assigns it a random velocity chosen from a velocity dispersion that was measured in a separate equilibrated and unperturbed simulation.
(Note that randomizing a particle’s velocity, as chosen from an equilibrated velocity dispersion, is essentially the same as replacing the particle’s eccentricity with a tiny random
value.)
The randomized particle must have a new position as well, as the torque from the
moonlet’s perturbation likely changed the particle’s semimajor axis. At first, I had assumed that the gap would always remain a fixed width, and thus the radial positions of
randomized particles would lie within fixed boundaries given by the user. After observing
some peculiar behaviors, I realized that imposing an unphysically fixed gap width in the
patch was a poor assumption, as the width of the gap should scale in some way with the
mass of the moonlet, and this imposed boundary condition was holding the system out of
equilibrium.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the linear theory of edgewaves. As material overtakes
the moonlet (via disk shear), streamlines become eccentric, which manifests as a wave
that dampens as the streams interact and dissipate energy. In this linear theory, the wavelength of these edgewaves is λ = 3π∆a, with ∆a the distance from the gap edge to the
moonlet. Figure reproduced from Murray and Dermott (1999).

In order to model a self-consistent gap width, I revised the method with a more sophisticated assumption: when a particle wraps, its new radial position should not be determined randomly between fixed positions, but it should be located at the guiding center
of the perturbed particle that exited the patch. In this manner, most of the perturbation is
erased, but the particle flow can respond to the torques of the moonlet in a self-consistent
manner. (Specifically, any torque imposed from the moonlet that results in changes to the
particle’s orbital semimajor axis is preserved across the boundary, but its eccentricity is
still dampened and randomized.) This revised method allowed me to proceed with my
work to compare linear theory of gap-moon interactions (see Section 5.1.2).

5.1.2

Early Results: Edgewaves and Gap-clearing

The first goal of the project was to form the edgewaves that are common in these moonlet/ring gap systems. Figure 5.2 shows a textbook diagram showing the theory of how
these waves are created. The wavelength of these structures is predicted from linear theory to be:
λ = 3π∆a

(5.1)

with ∆a the distance from the gap edge to the moonlet. I was ultimately successful in
producing these waves (see Fig. 5.3), and will discuss specific results below.
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Figure 5.3: A snapshot of a simulation with a 3.9 km-radius moolet placed in the center
of a 40 km-wide gap in a patch, producing edgewaves along each downstream side of
the patch (cf. Fig. 5.2). The orientation is the same as in Fig. 1.1. As thousands of
green particles (each 1000× smaller than the red moonlet) shear past the perturber, their
orbits become eccentric, and they form streamlines—which then manifest as waves. The
patch is 1600 km long, and 120 km wide; the view is compressed vertically to enhance
the waves’ visibility. Yellow particles are the replicated bodies that provide boundary
conditions. Note that the perturbation from the moonlet is erased across the boundary by
invoking the simple random wrap procedure (see Section 5.1.1), leading to a static gap
width.

The width of a gap that is opened by an embedded moonlet is determined when the
torques from the moonlet, which act on the ring material to force the particles away,
balance the natural viscous spread of the rings to fill in the open gap. Once these two
influences are in equilibrium, a stable gap is formed.
Goldreich and Tremaine (1982) developed an analytical expression for the width of
a ring gap based on this principle. An adapted version of that expression (appearing in
Porco et al. 2007) is:
2

µ =



3πν
0.84 Ω



∆a3
a5


(5.2)

with µ as the ratio of the moonlet’s mass to Saturn’s mass, ν the ring viscosity, Ω the
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Figure 5.4: Four snapshots of simulations similar to Fig. 5.3, but with the more sophisticated “random wrap” boundary condition technique that places wrapped particles at the
guiding center of the exiting particle (see Section 5.1.1). Shown here are four simulations with four different moonlet densities (as labeled), which merely serves to scale their
masses, as each moonlet is 3.9 km in radius. The refined boundary conditions allow for
the ring material to respond self-consistently to the perturbations of the moonlet. As a
result, the variation in mass has a clear effect on the width of the resulting gap, as well
as the length of the edgewaves.

moonlet’s orbital frequency, ∆a the ring gap half-width, and a the moonlet’s orbital semimajor axis. Plugging in values appropriate for the Keeler gap, leaving only the viscosity
and the moonlet’s density as variables, and converting to convenient units, I find the width
of the gap as a function of the ring’s viscosity and the moonlet’s density:

1/3 

1 cm2 /s
ρmoon 2/3
∆a = 99.52 km
ν
1 g/cm3

(5.3)

with ∆a again the distance from the gap edge to the moonlet, ν the viscosity, and ρmoon
the internal density of the moonlet.
Using the refined random wrap technique, I observed the equilibrium gap width scaling positively with moonlet mass, as expected (see Fig. 5.4). I discovered that gap growth
is quite rapid, implying that the process of torquing the rings (which causes the ring par-
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Figure 5.5: Data from seven simulations like those appearing in Fig. 5.4 using the
guiding-center-based “random wrap” boundary condition technique (see Section 5.1.1).
Blue points are the measured data, showing the gap half-width (distance from the center
of the moonlet to the gap edge), the edgewave wavelength (peak-to-peak distance), and
the moonlet’s internal density. (Note that the moonlet is always 3.9 km in radius, and
remains smaller than the resulting gap widths in all cases.) In the top pane, the red line is
the analytical prediction for the gap width (Eq. (5.3)), assuming the viscosity of 20 cm2 /s
from Porco et al. (2007). The green line is a fit to the data; however the parameters of
the fit do not match well to the prediction from Porco et al. (2007) (see Section 5.1.2).
The red line in the bottom pane is the prediction from linearized theory (Eq. (5.1)). The
relation fits fairly well until the larger perturbations, where it appears the linear theory
may break down.

ticles to migrate away from the moonlet) works on a much more rapid timescale than the
opposing viscosity (which works to keep the gap closed). These results were presented at
the 2007 DPS meeting (Perrine and Richardson 2007). Unfortunately, this discovery also
implies that the time to reach a stable equilibrium between ring viscosity and moonlet
torque is far beyond the scope of my simulations, so I suspect that I never fully reached
equilibrium in my models.
Once my simulations appeared to show the proper qualitative behaviors (as both gap
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width and edgewave wavelength appeared to grow with moonlet mass), I attempted to
match my results with Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3) quantitatively (see Fig. 5.5).
The wavelength of the edgewaves were measured by visual inspection of the distance
between wave crests. Often the wave would crest multiple times on the downstream side
of the patch, and so multiple wavelengths could be measured and averaged, improving
accuracy. (The simulation with the most massive moon, and thus the largest perturbation, only showed one wave crest, and thus only a lower limit to the wavelength for that
simulation is shown in Fig. 5.5.) The gap width was measured visually as well,3 and the
errorbars for both the wavelength and gap width were estimated by uncertainty in these
on-screen measurements (e.g., taking multiple measurements with the same tool and estimating uncertainty by convolving the variability of the collected data with the uncertainty
of the tool itself).
The lower pane of Fig. 5.5 shows fairly good agreement between the prediction of Eq.
(5.1) (in red) and the data points (in blue) at lower perturbations (smaller gap widths, from
a lower-mass moonlet), but the prediction rises higher than the data at larger perturbations.
The data suggests that either the linear prediction breaks down at higher moonlet masses
(which is reasonable, given that the theory is based on test particles responding to a small
perturbation), or these larger perturbations have not yet reached equilibrium (likely, given
the discussion above regarding the timescale for gap formation). However, equilibrium
would likely widen the gap as well, so the data points may not fit to the prediction even
given sufficient time to equilibrate.
The top pane of Fig. 5.5 shows the results comparing variations in moonlet mass
3 However,

I later created an automated technique to detect the gap edge, which could be used to refine

the data in Fig. 5.5, and may provide a starting point for investigation into this topic by future students.
This method first determines the equilibrium particle density in the unperturbed portion of the strip of ring
material and then finds the location where the particle density drops to one-half of the average value; this
location is labeled as the “edge” of the gap.
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(shown here via density variations) to the resulting gap width. The red line shows the
prediction from Eq. (5.3), using ν = 20 cm2 /s (Porco et al. 2007), which does not match
my data at all. The green line is a preliminary fit I performed (by hand) to the data using
Eq. (5.3), and the resulting fit parameters indicate ν = 3340 cm2 /s, but require an artificial
offset (y-intercept) of +18.5 km. These highly unusual parameters imply that either Eq.
(5.2) is not an appropriate model for my early results, or my random wrap boundary
conditions are not capturing all of the relevant physics for the formation of a physical
gap. At the time of this study, I attributed this disagreement to imprecise measurements
of the gap width (which became the motivation to create the automated technique for
detecting gap widths mentioned above in footnote 3), and an absence of an equilibrated
gap width at the end of the simulations (as I estimated that it would take a computationally
impractical amount of time to reach a final equilibrium).
However, this project was dropped in favor of the aggregation project, so this issue
was never resolved. These preliminary results are included here so that future students
can carry on with the project.
Finally, observations of Daphnis have revealed that this tiny moonlet is actually on
an eccentric orbit (Jacobson et al. 2008). By utilizing my model’s capability to include
a moonlet with non-zero eccentricity (see Section 5.1.1), I was able to reproduce the
Cassini images that suggest that Daphnis is on a non-circular orbit (see Fig. 5.6) and
recover what was expected: as the moonlet moves on its eccentric path, the gravitational
potential acting on the gap edges is time-variable, causing the amplitude of the edgewaves
to rise and fall on the same frequency as the moonlet’s orbital frequency. By using early
results for the moonlet’s orbital parameters, I was able to match well to the images of
the Daphnis/Keeler gap system (even predicting Daphnis’ orbital phase). Ultimately, my
orbital parameters for the moonlet (modeled eccentricity = 0.000035) agreed with the
published results from the observations (observed eccentricity = 0.000033; Jacobson et
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Figure 5.6: A comparison between simulation and observation demonstrating evidence
for an eccentric moonlet. The top frame is an example snapshot from a simulation of the
Keeler gap/Daphnis system, with the moonlet in the center (red) orbiting with an eccentricity of 0.000035, and the ring material in bands on either side (green). Note that for
computational expediency, the simulation only includes a narrow band of ring material
on either side of the gap; periodic boundary conditions still apply, but are not shown.
The bottom frame is a Cassini image of Daphnis in Saturn’s Keeler gap, which has been
observed to have an eccentricity of 0.000033 (Jacobson et al. 2008). The viewing angle
of the simulation data is adjusted to match the spacecraft’s position at the time of observation. Note that the small wave to the lower-right of the moonlet in each image is
not mirrored by a symmetric wave to the upper-left. If the moonlet were on a circular
orbit, the edgewaves would be symmetric about the moonlet (cf. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). This
indicates a time-variable potential; thus the moonlet is on an eccentric orbit.
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al. 2008). These results were presented in Perrine and Richardson (2007).

5.1.3

Comparison With Other Work on Ring-Moonlet Interactions

Lewis and Stewart (2000, 2005) and Lewis et al. (2011) studied the interaction between
a Pan-like moonlet in an Encke-like gap (∼300 km-wide). This is a larger moonlet-gap
system than the Keeler gap system studied in my work (∼40 km-wide), but the physical
problem is similar. Lewis and Stewart (2000) summarized their approach, and showed,
for example, that analytic methods cannot fully describe ring-moonlet interactions, due
to the added complexity of particle behaviors they observed—such as vertical splashing.
Lewis and Stewart (2005) focused on the interactions between the small-scale selfgravity wakes (∼100 m in scale; see Section 1.4) and streamlines formed from the edgewaves (structures they refer to as “moonlet wakes”). They found that these structures
interfere with one another, as the moonlet wakes tend to disperse the smaller and lesscoherent gravity wakes. As self-gravity wakes tend to hide mass (e.g., Robbins et al.
2010) and possibly cause measurement confusion in observations of particle sizes and
size distributions in the rings (cf. Figure 4.1 and the discussion in Section 4.6), it is presumed that more accurate particle size observations might be made in regions where selfgravity wakes are not present—i.e., where some process has temporarily disrupted these
pervasive structures—leading Lewis and Stewart (2005) to suggest that the regions between streamlines may be the best place to concentrate observations aimed at measuring
the true particle size distribution in the A ring.
Lewis et al. (2011) measured the response of the ring material to torques from the
moonlet (which compress the material—a process they referred to as “negative diffusion”). They studied this compression as a function of particle size, optical depth, and
self-gravity, with possible application to confined rings such as the F ring of Saturn, and
found that the strength of the “negative diffusion” was dominated by collisions, and was
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neither impeded nor strengthened by particle self-gravity.
In contrast, my work on the Keeler gap system focused on the larger-scale phenomena
of edgewaves (∼100 km in scale), variable edgewave morphology via an eccentric moonlet, and gap formation (∼10 km in scale), so our results cannot be directly compared.
Their computational strategy—optimized to study the small-scale effects far downstream from the moonlet—also differed significantly from mine, with its own advantages
and disadvantages relative to my technique. Specifically, Lewis and Stewart (2000, 2005),
and Lewis et al. (2011), used a modified local simulation (see Section 1.3 for a discussion of local methods) with periodic azimuthal boundary conditions (preserving epicyclic
phase), but no radial boundary conditions. This choice resulted in numerical artifacts that
they acknowledged; they were confident that these artifacts did not affect their conclusions, because they “...are interested in what happens over fairly short time periods...”
(Lewis and Stewart 2005)—though “short time periods” was never defined. In addition,
their simulation cell was a square approximately 13–26 km on a side (a relatively small
region, considering the Encke gap is ∼300 km wide) that moved past the moonlet (which
is represented as an analytic burst of forced eccentricity) that they tracked downstream
for many orbital periods (up to ∼100 orbits) until they observed the behavior they were
interested in.
By contrast, my typical cell used radial and azimuthal boundary conditions, and was
120 km in the radial direction—encompassing a gap ∼40 km-wide—and up to 1600 km
in the azimuthal direction. This cell also remained fixed with respect to the moonlet (represented either as a gravitational potential or a large particle) in order to numerically study
the steady-state equilibrium of the entire system. As a consequence of simulating a much
larger area, I was forced to use lower surface densities or larger (monodisperse) particles
than were used by Lewis and Stewart—but this suited my focus on larger structures. By
tracking a smaller region of particles downstream for an arbitrary time, Lewis and Stewart
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were able to focus on the dynamical evolution of small-scale structure over much longer
timescales.
Unfortunately, a lack of code detail and quantitative simulation results preclude comparing the accuracy of my method with theirs directly. Lewis et al. (2011) state that their
method was validated by comparison with a “near global” simulation with 150 million
particles, but fail to provide sufficient detail about this simulation that would permit an
accurate evaluation of the robustness of the method.
Lewis and Stewart (2008) studied the effect of particle properties and self-gravity on
propeller formation, studying a small moonlet (too small to open a significant gap) embedded in background ring material. This work found that self-gravity (and thus higher
surface density) closed propeller gaps more quickly, damping the propeller. They concluded that care must be taken in assigning mass to a moonlet based only on the size of
its propeller feature, as that feature can be diminished by the response of the particles.
They also found that the moonlet must be more than 30 times the mass (over 3 times
the effective radius) of the largest particle in the background distribution, or the propeller
cannot form.4 This implies not only must propeller progenitors be unusually large with
respect to their neighboring particles, but that a dearth of propellers does not necessarily
imply the absence of large embedded particles.
This work to model propellers involved patches four times larger than used in their
Encke-gap simulations (130 km azimuthally and 5.2 km radially), with strictly periodic
azimuthal boundary conditions. This approach allowed the perturbation from the moonlet to persist across the boundary—forcing them to stop their simulations before any per4 This

result is intriguing in light of my cohesive particle work, as my aggregate size distributions regu-

larly show a large difference in the size of the largest body and the next-largest body (see Fig. 3.1). While
the difference tends to be at most a factor of 2 in my simulations, it is possible that rare events could enhance this size difference beyond a factor of 3, resulting in possible propeller formation. This is an area of
future work.
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turbed particle encountered the moonlet a second time. In contrast, my strategy erases
perturbations (using random wrap), so that the upstream particles are equilibrated before
encountering the moonlet again. Whereas their model must terminate after a set time,
mine may run for an arbitrary timescale. Further, their method cannot model any possible
gap formation that may result from these smaller moonlets, as their boundary conditions
do not permit sufficient time and particle evolution.
Although we did not pursue this work on ring-moonlet perturbations to publication
in a peer-reviewed journal, the implementation of the method into pkdgrav, and the development of the boundary condition strategy in particular, lay the groundwork for future
research in this area.

5.2

An Analytical Parameterization of
Wake/Interwake Optical Depth Contrast

Concurrent with the cohesion project, I became involved in another topic in ring dynamics. I provided ring particle simulation data (without cohesion) to Dr. Tiscareno, to which
he applied his new analytical technique to parameterize the optical characteristics of a
patch of dense ring material (in which gravity wakes reside; see Section 1.4) using only
six numbers: 3 optical depths, and 3 weighting factors.
Specifically, the method calculates local densities (and converts these densities into
local dynamical optical depths—τdyn ) for every location within a fine grid laid atop an
equilibrated patch of particles. (For details, including methods for quality control and
validation of data points, see Tiscareno et al. 2010a.) After calculating the density for
each grid point, the method creates a histogram showing the frequency with which each
density value occurs. Upon applying this method to the provided simulation data, the
analysis revealed not a bimodal distribution of optical depths (as had been previously
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assumed to be the case, corresponding to one optical depth for the wake-centered regions
and one for the interwake regions), but a trimodal distribution (with one value of τdyn for
the wakes, and two separate τdyn values describing the interwake regions). The method
then fits three Gaussians to this trimodal data: the sizes of the three fits become the areabased weights, and the central locations of these fits become the three τ values.
By using these six numbers, one can reconstruct the observed τ by finding the areaweighted average of these three optical depths. Further, this work revealed that the optical
depth in the interwake regions is not a single value, describing a single photometrically
active population of particles, but is an area-weighted average of two distinct populations:
one photometrically active and the other inactive. This is significant as most of the area
is dominated by this photometrically inactive material.
Though the practical effects of this discovery on the typical analysis of ring observations appears to be minimal (with discrepancies only arising at low opening-angles5 ),
this work did shed light on one of the mysteries of the “propeller” objects: it was not
yet clear why these objects are seen to be “relative-bright” on both the lit and unlit sides
of the rings. This work supports the hypothesis that the presence of the embedded bodies (which perturb the rings to form the propeller features) also locally disrupt the wake
structure. This allows material—which would otherwise be locked into dense wakes—to
be released into the interwake regions, becoming much more photometrically active, and
thus creating bright regions that surround the perturbing objects. As the interwake regions
were previously thought to be a single population of photometrically active material, this
narrative did not explain why the disruption of the wakes would brighten the rings so
dramatically. This work showed that much of the interwake regions are in fact filled with
photometrically inactive material, allowing for a much greater contrast in brightness when
5 The opening angle is the viewer’s inclination;

it is zero when viewing the rings edge-on, and 90 degrees

when face-on.
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the wakes are disrupted.
The paper concludes with a discussion of future work to study this process with detailed numerical simulations—simulations that present a significant computational challenge, due to their simultaneous need for small particles (to resolve the gravity wakes)
and kilometers of ring material (to encompass the propeller feature and allow for sufficient re-equilibration of the perturbed material). As such, these simulations require an
immense number of particles. I hope that these future studies will be enabled by my random wrap procedure, which should allow for simulations with notably smaller patches of
ring material (and thus fewer particles). Since this method erases perturbations instantly,
the simulated region can include only those features directly under examination—as even
a factor of two reduction in patch size could be critical to the feasibility of such a study.

5.3

A Symplectic Method for Local Simulations

Hill’s equations of motion for particles in a local simulation (Eq. (1.1)) require modification in order to remain symplectic with a leapfrog integrator (due to the presence of the
particle’s velocity—a first derivative—in the equations of motion). Without such changes,
orbital elements, like eccentricity, tend to drift unphysically—increasing spuriously over
time.
The improved integrator involves splitting the Hamiltonian into exactly integrable
parts—in this case, into “free-particle” and “momentum-dependent” terms. It is in the
“momentum-dependent” term that the new canonical quantity, Py , which is similar to a
particle’s angular momentum, is introduced. (Py is ordinarily conserved in the absence
of external influences, but must be updated following any collisions or other impulsive
events—see Section 2.1.)
Professor Thomas Quinn (U Washington) developed these improvements to the equa-
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tions of motion, and informed Prof. Richardson and myself of the revised equations. I then
incorporated the modifications into my patch-based aggregation model within pkdgrav
and tested them, thereby helping verify the instructions in Quinn et al. (2010) for how to
implement the technique into a complex code. See Section 2.1 for specific considerations
regarding the integration of this method into pkdgrav.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
6.1

Summary

I have combined two numerical methods—a local patch model (e.g., Porco et al. 2008),
and a cohesive aggregate model (e.g., Richardson et al. 2009)—forming a new tool with
unique capabilities. The final result is a local N-body code in a rotating coordinate system, with self-gravity and hard-sphere collisions, that includes self-consistent rigid body
cohesion and fragmentation. This model is useful in building a first-order understanding of any system that involves a large number of colliding and cohesive bodies, each
far smaller than the size of the system, orbiting a central body—e.g., ring dynamics and
planetary system formation. However, the cohesive aspects of our N-body model remain
quite simple, and while potentially applicable to a wide range of bonding methods, our
approach does not attempt to encapsulate the detailed granular mechanics (e.g., bonding
networks) and fragmentation physics (e.g., production of fragments with realistic size
distributions) of more sophisticated models.
I have detailed how I modified the existing pkdgrav model’s rigid body capabilities to
function in a local, rotating frame. I also discussed the frequency and severity of particle
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overlaps in the model, and the three implemented resolution strategies, only one of which
(the “repel” method) I have found to be adequate for the physical requirements of the
systems modeled here.
This model provides a simple means of experimenting with rigid aggregation in a
rotating frame, but its simplicity does lead to subtle behaviors that are contrary to the
physical behaviors of rigid solids. The most significant of these is that stress fragmentation occurs from the outside-in, rather than from the inside-out (that is, the model liberates
particles from the surface of an aggregate under stress, rather than breaking the aggregate
into two large remnants). Were this behavior a dominant phenomenon in our simulations,
our equilibrated models may favor smaller bodies, and under-represent large bodies, resulting in steeper equilibrium size distributions. However, we have demonstrated that our
simulations can be carried out in a collisionally dominated fragmentation regime (so long
as the strength parameter is above the critical strength; cf. Section 4.3)—thus preventing this phenomenon from significantly affecting our data. We recognize that the results
of our model are less convincing near and below this critical value, and do not plan on
studying such weak bonds with this model.
I then used this new code to explore the possibility that cohesion, via the sticking process studied by Hatzes et al. (1991), might be occurring in the A and B rings of Saturn. I
presented 100 simulations that explore the parameter space that includes the three cohesion parameters (merge limit, fragmentation limit, and bond strength), the surface density,
and the orbital distance, comparing both polydisperse and monodisperse initial particles
populations. See the following section for the conclusions of this study.
Finally, I discussed a sample of other projects undertaken prior to and concurrently
with the cohesive aggregates project. My early rings work was to model ring-moonlet
interactions—specifically the Daphnis/Keeler gap system in Saturn’s outer A ring. I outlined the new modeling techniques used to enable this work (i.e., the “random wrap”
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boundary condition), and discussed my results in matching observations and linear analytical theory to the simulations, as they pertained to edgewaves and gap-clearing. I was
able to verify that—at lower perturbations—the linearized relationship between edgewave
wavelength and the half-width of a gap in which a moonlet is embedded works well, but
shows signs of breaking down at larger perturbations. I was unable to verify an analytical
relationship between the width of that gap and the mass of the moon, however.
I also briefly discussed my role in two side projects (which resulted in published
work). I provided Dr. Tiscareno with a suite of simulations that he analyzed with a new
technique that specifically measures the optical depth contrast between gravity wakes (see
Section 1.4) and has revealed new properties of the regions between the wakes. I also
assisted Prof. Quinn with the implementation of a new symplectic method for handling
Hill’s equations in a local simulation by testing his method in my local aggregates code.

6.2

Conclusions

Through the results of 100 simulations using the local cohesive aggregate code, I find that
cohesion is consistent with observations (α = -2.75 to -3; Rmax = 10–20 m) in both the A
ring and B rings. I have constrained the merge limit in the A ring to 0.1–0.5 mm/s, which
brackets the Hatzes et al. (1991) result that frosty ice sticks at impact speeds below 0.3
mm/s. I have constrained the fragmentation limit in the A ring to 0.4–0.7 mm/s, which
has no experimental reference.
The same observational criteria constrain the merge limit in the B ring to 0.25–0.4
mm/s, and the fragmentation limit to 0.9–1.1 mm/s. Alternatively, if I instead apply the
cohesion parameters found for the A ring to the B ring, I find steeper size distributions
(α ∼ -5 to -4) and smaller largest bodies (Rmax ∼ 5–10 m).
I discussed possible conclusions we could draw from these separate constraints in
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Section 4.6. For instance, it could be that aggregates in the B ring somehow have stronger
cohesive bonds through differences in the particles’ surface texture there. Or perhaps the
observations of the rings I am using as criteria are sensitive to different structures than is
my analysis, and the size distribution of particles in the B ring truly is steeper than has
been reported by observations.
I find a critical strength in both rings (parameter strength = 10−2 Pa, i.e., β = 2),
above which collisions dominate the state of the aggregate population, and stresses like
tidal disruption and spin are negligible. For the sticking model presented in Hatzes et al.
(1991), I estimate β = 10−3 , making the critical lab strength for that cohesion model 10
Pa. This value is lower than lab strengths measured for icy frost (Supulver et al. 1997;
Bridges et al. 2001), and is consistent with (or lower than) the upper limits of cometary
strengths presented in Section 3.1 (∼5 Pa for SL9, ∼100 Pa for Brooks 2, and ∼103−4 for
Temple 1), so it is possible that ice in the rings, were it to form frosty aggregates, could
plausibly be as strong as (or stronger than) the critical strength we have found.
Applying both the discovery of a plausible critical strength and my simple scaling
relationship between impact pressure and speed (see Appendix A.2), I conclude that tides
and reasonable aggregate spin rates are not significant fragmentation factors for weakly
cohesive aggregates in the rings, and are not the limiting factor in aggregate growth. If
the strength is above the critical strength, impact fragmentation is the dominant breakage
mechanism. If the strength is lower than the critical strength, then the scaling relationship
(Eq. (A.8)) implies that the fragmentation limit must be so low as to make aggregate
survival impossible.
The maximum size of the aggregates formed in my model is determined by the choice
of fragmentation limit (so long as the strength is set above the critical value). As the plausible range of fragmentation limits is restricted by observations of α, the largest bodies
this model can produce are approximately 40 m in radius. This implies that propeller
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progenitors, as well as Tremaine (2003)’s shear-free regions, may not be collections of
weakly cohesive frosty ice particles. However, further work (particularly to explore the
effect of variations in internal particle density) is needed to resolve these questions fully.
It may be possible to provide constraints on cohesion parameters in the B ring by
searching for abnormally low physical optical depths, but these variations should only
occur at the largest of cohesion parameters that allow the aggregates to grow beyond 20–
25 m in radius. It appears that cohesion parameters have no effect on the optical depth in
the A ring.
My results are generally consistent with frosty ice cohesion occurring in the rings—
though I fully acknowledge that consistency by no means implies proof. To find proof,
the cohesive model could be used to explore other ring phenomena. For instance, one
might determine if any relationship exists between the azimuthal brightness asymmetry
and cohesion; or investigate the effects of cohesion on ring viscosity, as applied to wave
damping, or overstability. Finally, true proof should be possible if the rings could be
imaged with sub-meter resolution, so that we may directly resolve any aggregates of
coherent particles forming in the wakes—but such a mission is not currently planned.
It is important to note that these results are all specific to the A and B rings of Saturn, and that other systems with different properties (e.g., material densities, orbital frequencies, and velocity dispersions) should respond differently to the range of cohesion
parameters that match the observations of the rings.
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Appendix A
Derivations
A.1

Contact Area for Intersecting Spheres

Here I derive an approximate expression for the contact area between two overlapping
equal-size spheres. Here, the contact area is the flat circular area defined by the intersection of two overlapping spheres (but these expressions are applicable to deformable
spheres, as noted).
I refer to Fig. A.1 and its caption to define the symbols R, R0 , d, and h. Physically, d
represents the depth of particle overlap (or two times the deformation depth, depending
on the model). Note that d + R0 = R, and that h and R0 + 0.5d form a right triangle, with
R as the hypotenuse. I assume that the circular contact area between these two equal-size
spheres is πh2 . (This is an assumption in the case of overlapping particles, but should be
satisfactory with deformable particles.)
By virtue of the right triangle, the Pythagorean theorem gives:
(R0 + 0.5d)2 + h2 = R2

(A.1)

Next, remove R0 by its relationship to d and R. Rearranging and canceling yields:
h2 = Rd − d 2 /4
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(A.2)

R
R’

h
d

Figure A.1: Geometry and symbols used in the derivation of an approximate value for
the contact area between intersecting spheres (Appendix A.1). Here, d refers to the
dashed line, indicating the depth of particle overlap; h is the dotted line, indicating the
distance from the center of the overlap to the edge of the particle intersection—in this
approximation, h also refers to the radius of the circular particle contact area; R0 is the
shortest distance from a particle center to the intersecting particle; and R is the particle
radius.

Now, I define a new parameter β:
β ≡ d/R

(A.3)

which can be understood as the fraction of a particle’s radius that is overlapped (or deformed). This parameter encapsulates all of the unknown bonding physics into one general term.
In terms of this new parameter, the circular contact area is:
πh2 = πR2 β(1 − β/4)

(A.4)

πh2 = πR2 β

(A.5)

When β  1, this reduces to

Thus, at small values of β, the contact area approximately equals the cross-section of the
particles times β.
If β = 2, the contact area equals the cross-section, πR2 , and the two particles are
completely overlapped, with their centers touching (or their surfaces are deformed such
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that their centers touch). And if β = 0, there is no overlap or deformation, and the contact
area is zero (and thus, there is no sticking).
Contact area scales inversely with strength (with constant force). As such, Eq. (A.5)
provides a simple means to convert from a parameter strength in pkdgrav to a lab strength
(meaningful in whatever bonding model is under study). Since pkdgrav assumes that the
contact area is πR2 (consistent with β = 2 in Eq. (A.4)), it is a simple matter of finding
the βLab value for the bonding model and dividing it into pkdgrav’s strength parameter
(or β(1 − β/4) if β ∼ 1). For example, the prevailing bonding concept in this dissertation
is based on overlapping frost layers; Hatzes et al. (1991) studied 2.5 cm ice spheres, and
found that only “the outermost 10–50 µm of the frost layer [was] largely responsible for
the sticking mechanism.” Taking a convenient middle value, this gives d ≈ 25 µm. With
R = 2.5 cm, I have βLab = 10−3 (which is  1). Thus a parameter strength in pkdgrav
of 100 Pa is approximately a lab strength of 105 Pa in the frost layer bonding model.

A.2

A Simple Model Relating Impact Pressure and Speed

Here I derive an order-of-magnitude estimate relating the impact speed between two bodies (vimp ) and the pressure exerted by that impact (Pimp ). This relationship provides understanding into how the impact fragmentation limit (which is in units of speed) should scale
with the bond strength (the bond’s resistance to stress, which has units of pressure). Thus,
if desired, any source of stress that breaks an aggregate’s bond can be self-consistent with
any other, be it collisional or tidal.
I note that the following analysis is very similar to the technique employed by Hatzes
et al. (1991) relating their experimentally determined critical collision speed for sticking
to the critical force required for fragmentation in their experiments. This discussion goes
one step further, attempting to convert from impact force to pressure by employing the
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results of Appendix A.1.
I begin with the simplified (one-dimensional) impulse equation relating the change in
momentum of a rigid body to the force applied over a short time interval by an external
body:
m∆v = F∆t

(A.6)

where m is the mass of the body impacted, ∆v is the body’s change in velocity due to the
collision, F is the force applied during the collision (which is assumed to be constant), and
∆t is the timescale of the collision—the time interval over which F is applied. This is a
simplification of the force experienced during a collision, in which material compression
exerts a varying pressure—I am merely aiming for an order-of-magnitude estimate.
Then I take the impact speed (vimp ) to be equal to ∆v; this assumption introduces a
worst case error of a factor of two, which depends on the coefficient of restitution of the
impact.
Now I depart from Hatzes et al. (1991), and convert to pressure: the force of the
impact is distributed over the contact area, or Pimp = F/A. To find A, I use the result of
Appendix A.1, which was that the contact area between two equal-size spheres (of radius
R) is πR2 β(1 − β/4), where β is the ratio of the particle overlap (or twice the deformation
depth) to the particle radius.
With the mass of the body being m = 43 πR3 ρ, I now have:
4πR3 ρ vimp
Rρ vimp
∼
= Pimp
2
3πR β(1 − β/4)∆t β(1 − β/4)∆t
where the factor of

4
3

(A.7)

has been neglected.

Putting this into units relevant for the rings of Saturn, and taking β  1:




  

vimp
Pimp
1
R
ρ
1s
=
βLab
1m
1 g/cm3
1 mm/s
∆t
1 Pa

(A.8)

Now I apply this relationship to answer the original question: what impact pressure
corresponds to a given impact speed?
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For this example, I choose vimp = 0.5 mm/s—approximately the escape speed of a
sphere with R = 1 m, and ρ = 0.5 g/cm3 . (Note that this speed is the fragmentation limit
used throughout my simulations.)
One of the larger uncertainties among the quantities in Eq. (A.8) is ∆t. Hatzes et al.
(1991) places the impact timescale at approximately 0.1 s, while Albers and Spahn (2006)
have a timescale of ∼ 1 ms (cf. their Fig. 2). For this exercise, I choose an intermediate
value of 0.01 s, and recognize that we now have at least an order of magnitude of uncertainty. Last, as in Appendix A.1, I use βLab = 10−3 (for the overlapping frost layer model
in Hatzes et al. 1991).
These inputs yield a limiting impact pressure of 25,000 Pa, or about 104 Pa. Thus,
given the assumptions and simplifications made, an impact fragmentation limit of 0.5
mm/s is approximately consistent with an aggregate lab strength (tensile and shear) of
104 Pa.
If one were to instead seek a parameter strength for pkdgrav (i.e., using “β = 2”), one
would instead find that the pressure is ∼25 Pa. This is within an order of magnitude of
100 Pa—the fiducial choice of strength in this project.
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